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PREFACE

This is one of 10 units in .a program of Training for Leadership in

Local Educational Improvement Programs. Development of the program was

begun at the'Learning'Research and Development Center'at the University

of Pittsburgh #nd has been carried forward at Research for Better Schools

. in Philadelphia..

If you have in hand the Instructor's Guide to the program, or Unit I

entitled Training Program Introduction and General Study Plan Guide, you

will have'sufficient introduction to the nature and purposes of the

tt:aining program. If you do not have access to one or both.of these items,

the following paragraphs will introduce you to this unit of the program.-

This unit is designed for use by anyone holding a position calling

for leedership in planning and conducting local educational change programs.
0.

This means school distritt leaders - central office administrators, building

principals, curriculum specialists, or teachers involved in change project

teams. Aiso it means graduate students in curriculum, administration, or

supervision. In addition, curriculum specialists or field personnel of
4

state education departments or other educational agencies may find the unit

of value in their work with school districts - as in the conduct of workshops

involving local school personnel.

The unit-can be studied on a wholly self-instructional basis, or with

an instructor's direction. It requires about 6 to 10 hours of study time.

This unit presents the essential steps a school district should take

in selecting any improvement program. It offers a more detailed treatment

of these steps than Unit 3, Task Flow for Designing and Conducting Local

Educational Improvement Programs.
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UNIT 8, SELECTING AN EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM

Introduction.

A key assignment for a person with a specialty in local 'educational.,

improvement is that of providinia school district with leadership in choosing

a program that will meet needs for improiement in some area of concern. This.

unit deals with several sorts of competencies that are valuable in carrying

out thisctype of.assignment. Unit materials are designed to be equally

appropriate for.study by a school district leader with a specialty in

improvement programs (curriculum coordinator, principal, assistant superin-

tendent for curriculum and instrqction) and by an outside consultant

from a stateeducation department, a university, or another educational

agency,

This unit overlaps Unit 3 of this leadership training proOam, Task Flow

for the Design and Conduct of Local Educational Improvement Programs, in that

it covers Tasks 1-6 of the 11-step task flow in an expanded, more detailed

way than does Unit 3. Study of both units is not redundant, for Unit 3 offers

a broad view of the tasks required in designing and condócting programs, wfille
4

this unit provides a "blow-up" picture of six of those steps. .

When a school district decides that problems exist in the system and

concludes that action must be taken to correct them, it is well to approach

the situation In a rational, thoughtful way. This'unit presents a problem-

solving model as one wai of identifying problems and their.causes, surveying

a range of potential solutions, and considering local factors that might

affect implementation of any choices so that the eventual selecOon of an

improvement program is a suitable one and proves itself-to be successful.

It is the purpose of this unit to encourage you to approach an educational

problem in a logical way so that all of its elements can be considered
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carefully beforea-decision is readied on how to solve it. In your leadership

role, you should influence local school personnel to proceed in a similar way.

0 This unit should require one to two-days-of study and consists of eight

study objectives which offer a method of traveling from recognition that a

Oroblem exists'to selection of a solution. When'you finish studying this

nit, you should be able to offer leadershiliin the followtng objectives:

Objective 1. Outline steps in selecting an'educational improvement
program.

Objective 2. Identify the area in which educational improvement is
needed.

Objective 3. Specify aims in the area of concern.

Objective 4. Assess shortcoiings in accomplishing aims in an area

4 needing improvement.

Objective 5. Determine likelycauses for shortcomings in an area of
concern.

Objective 6. Identify alternative resources for remedying shortcomings
in an area of concern.

. Objective 74 Assess local factors favoring or opposing adoption of
each resource identified as a likely solution to
shortcomings.

Objective 8. Select an educational improvement program based on
alternative resources and local positive and negative
factors.
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11111 Unit Study Plan

Your first task in approaching this unit is to,ciecide how intensively yog

want or need to.study each objective. Then you should plan hoW to go about

it. Here is a guicie for'doing so, either with help from your instructor (if
;

you have one) or on your own. You Will fonow a four-step proceilure: assess

your needs to study the unit objectives, decide ipe;.to stady them, assess your

mastery of the unit objectives after study, and evaluate the unit.

1. Personal'assessment of needs to study the unit. First, leaf quickly

through the unit to familiarize yourself with the objectives and their content.

Do this in a. cursory fashion; it should serve only to set your mdnd in relation

to the unit. Twenty minutes should be sufficient for skimming the unit.

Next, compleie the Pre-Assessment Exercise so that you will have a basis

for estimating your present level of mastery of the unit objectives. The

exercise asks you to identify and outline how to perform the steps irta course

-of action leading from recognition of a problem to selecting a solution to it.

You should not require more than thirty minutes for doing the exercise.

When yca have finished the exercise, check your answerscwith the Pre-

Assessment.Exercise Answer Key at the end of the unit: KEep ln mind that.this

exercise is for your use in determining which parts of this unit will require

the greatest amount of your time and concentration.

6
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PRE-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE - UNIT 8.

Unit '8

. ,.

Directions:
.

This exercise offers you a way of checking how well prepared you
are to perform the objectives for selecting an educational improvement
program. Your answers should reflect considered thought but should not be
so lengthy as to require more,than thirty minutes of your time in finishing
the whole exercise.

1. Suppose that you art the curricylum coordinator of secondary programs in a
schoql district. Through compleints of school personnel and some parents,
you are made aware of problems with the social studies program at the two
high.schools. You know that some funds are aviilable tbat could be used
for improvement in this area. What procedure would you choose to follow'
from the point of receiving the various complaints through finally to
recommending an improvement program to the Superintendent for installation
the next school year?

04

2. Assume that your assignment is to helf) a school district in identifying
those areas most needing improvement. What general plan of action would
need to be followed?
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PRE-ASSESSMENT-EXERCISi (Cont'd.)

,

a; Suppose it is decided ihat.a particular curriculum area (sayt mathematics)
needs improvement. What would need to be done 6 determine shortcomings
of instruction in'the area? .

.

:c

4. Average reading scores at the Watson Elementary School are from one to two
years below grade level. What al-e some likely causes for this shortcomingt

9
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fRE-ASSEStMENT.EXERCISE (Cont'd.)

Unit 8 - 6

5. If nu had'determined that sdcial,studies materiSls were,inadequate and
ARachers laiked,sufficient mparation fdr teaching sbcial studies.in
creative, stimulating fashion, wha,t kinds of resources wodld you slOk

..

and where would you look?

i.',

t6. Assume that', as pnincipal of an elementary school, you have investigated
thiarea of reading and have uncovered three potentially good programs'
that address themselves to the particular reading problems being experienced
in your school. What kindrof information about local factors would'be
needed in order to arilve fibally at a recommendation of one of the three

. program t,the Superintendent'
0

47'
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Having completed the Pre-Assessment Exercise, yOu (wjth your%initructpr,

if you hve eneldshould check your answers witit thoie giiten in the Pre-
, .

Assessment Answer Key at the end If the unit. Compare the quality and detail

of your ahsw6s with those offered there. There is no om right iftwer to any
0 -

of.the questions gut rather a logic tSat should'ryn throughontt The Answer

Key probably contains fuller responses to some.of the questions in'the exercise

than you can..offer, before studying the'unit. 4

4
In thertable below, check the estimates 4mou would make of your level of .

,

mastery of eich.part of.the Pre-AssessMknt Exercise. Chedk HIGH if you'judge 4
. . r
..'your answer to be right op t'arget and in adequate aetail. Check MODERATE if

.
.,

you believe your ansWer'to be good but lacking some ebints needed for a full:y

-

adequate answer. Check LOW if you hal your answer to%be inappropriate o'r

veity incomplete.

t 4

ITEI44 TOPIC IN SELECTING AN IMPROVEMENT PROG M

NO.
S.

LEVEL OF.MASTERY SHOWN

HIGH MODERATE LOW

1. Procedu're for seledting an educatfonal improveTent

6 program.
4

2. Identifying area of cohcern.

3. Determining shortcomings in a curriculum.

4. Assess)ng likely cauies of a shortcoming. ,

S. Conducting a survey of alternative resources.

1111.1 1=1.1.1

11
, .

Assessing local factors before selectingan
educational improvement program =11

, . .

'NowIttiat you have indicated what you believe to be your level'of mastery
\

of these topics, look at the following table which lists the unit objectives

and check which ones you think you need only to review and which require

cpreful study. Your baimates of levels Of mastery for the preceding.list of

toplcs will help you,in checking the following list of objectives.

11
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UNIT OBJECT/YES .

a

1. 'Autline steps tn selecting an .

educatiOnal improvement program.

2. /dentify the area tn which educational
tmprovement is needed.

3. Srncify aims in the area of concern. ,

4. Assess shortcomings in accomplishing
aims in an area Aeeding improvement,

S. Determine likely causes for shortcomings
in an area of concern.

".
4 6. Identify alternative resources for

remedying shortcomings in an area of
concern.

.7. Assess local factors favoring or opposing
adoption of each.resource identified as a
likely solution to shortclings.

8. :Select an educational Improvement program
based on alternative resources and ltpal
positive and negative factors.

\.
* It is expected that4Objective 8 will require carefuV study because it offOs

closure to the whole unit and is not represented in the,Pre-Assessment

Exercise.

Unit 8 - 8
b

REVIEW - STUDY
OLT ., CAREFULLY .

.4
gt.I 9

*

2. Study procedure. To study the unit, keep in mind that you will gain

by doing theobjectilms in the order in which they appear since each section

ofIthe.unit assumes a tertain level of understanding based on the previous

one. Some parts, according to your mastery estimates, will require your

careful'study while others will,need only fo be reviewed.

You may wish.to study all or part'cf this unit with orie or more other

students-. Also, your instructor may elect to Conduct group sessfons. And,

of course*, you could study the unit entirely indepenifently:
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Note that this unit is organized.through the presentation of information

'in eight objectives, the use of illustrations, and the accompaniment of

0. exercises designed to help you determine your mastery of the objectives as you

17 proceed in your studies. These exercises have answer keys at the end of tne

unit so that you can check your responses against them. Thus, you can use

these exercises and answer keys to point to your strong and weak areas so that

- you assess/yourselrfairly in relation to the objectives.

As stated earlier, you probably will need one to two days to study this

unit, depending on how intnsively you,wish to study any or all of the

objectives. It is'best to proceed through.the unit as it is presented and then

to fake plans for later, mOre detailed study of .those areas of pirticular

interest to you. When you-complete study of the unit, you will find directions

-for the Post-Asse'ssment Exercise.

Also included with the unit is an evaluation fonm. It would be helpful

if'you cotpleti and return it to the address given to help with unit revision

work.

13
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UNIT 8. SELECTING AN EDUCATIONAL IMPROKMENT PROGRAM

Objective 1. Outline steps in selecting an educational improvement program. I

This unit.deals with the various steps that lead up to the selection

of an educationil tmprovement program. The choiCe of program should not be'

one of chance, but rather should occur after serious and creative thought

regarding the educational situation, the school system, and the local forces,
I

that are in operation. Although decisions in all areas of life ofteil are made

gout of impulse or compliance, better results obtain from careful consideration

Of as many,factors as possible before selecting a solution. Exploring a

situation thotoughly by keeping a problem-solving-model in mind permits you to

have as much information as you need to help you to make a reasonable decision.

What k nds of steps would you take in arriving at a choice?

There is no official set of steps in the problem-solving approach. Of

primary importance is that you be systematic and careful in your consideration

of the problem so that,you can select the best possible solution that is

relevant, effective, efficient., and feasible. .The exercise that follows

illustrates the steps in the process o-rehoosing a change program.

fxercise 1

Think of the types of questions that you would want tp answer if ybu were

faced witha problem tp be solved. These questions will help to point you

toward developing a list of steps you would go through in solving a problem.

Exercise 1 presents you with,a situation in a school district and asks that

you outl4ne the steps in a problem-solving approach to arrive at a choice of

a solution. Remember to emphasize a systematic, detailed approach.

When you have finished the exercise, turn to the Answer Key that follows

the Worksheet to check your ideas with those offered there.

14
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EXERCISE 1 - WORKSHEET

Outlining Steps in Selecting an Educational ImprOvement Program

Directions: The Walker School District knows-that there are $100,00 of
federal funds available for a program to improve school-community relations.
The district wants to apply for those funds. You are to offer leadership
in assessing the situation and selecting a suitable program for improving
relations between school and commun4y. Ltst the steps that need to be
taken in arriving finally at the choice of a. provam that would be used in
applying for the funds. You may use the other side of this sheet for
scratch paper in organizing your ideas.

..

1

r

.,

15
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EXERCISE 1 - ANSWER KEY

Outlining Steps in Selectihg an Educational Improvement Program

This Answer Key presents the problem-solving model that is employed in
this unit. Steps 1-7 correspond to unit objectives 2-8. Each step listed
below is illustrated by exampls of possible considerations in planning a
program in school-community relations.

Check your list with the one below. How closely do your ideas parallel
those of the steps below? The order of the steps and their wording are not
so important, but their content should be similar if a rational approach to
selecting a program is to be achieved.

STEP 1: Identify tte area in which educational improvement is needed

School-communliy relations.

STEP 2: Specify aims in the area of concern

Parents participate regularly in school activities.

School utilizes community resources in educational programs.

School and community work together to solve problems.

STEP 3: Assess shortcomin s in accomjlishing aims in an area needing
mprovement

Parents rarely visit the school except when notified'of a
discipline problem.

School conducts all learning activities within school building.

School and community attack each other frequently as the
cause of local problems.

STEP 4: Determine likely causes for shortcomings in an area of concern

Busy staff members,do not welcome parents and encourage
their participation.

School fears for safety of children in the community and,
anywayf doesn't know how to schedule off-site activities.

Lack of communication between school and community has
fostered distrust and hostility between them.

16
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EXERCISE 1 - ANSWER KEY (Cont'd.)

STEP 5: Identify alternative resources for remedyt.ng the shortcomings
in an area of concern.

Create a staff-student-citizens council to increase
interactions.

Institute staff training workshops in interperi4nal/
intergroup relations.

Hire a community liaison to organize .community activities
for students and to promote community participation
at the school.

Strengthen school's public relations program.

Transfer current teaching staff to other schools and bring
in "new blood."

Organize discussion sessions at the PTA meetings and
encourage more parents to attend.

STEP 6: Assess local factors favoring or opposing adoption of each resource
identified as a likely solution to shortcomings

What are the-boundaries of the federal grant?

Is the grant of $100,000 enough to support the.program?

What is the economic status of the community? Do parents
have time to participate in school activities? Do they
express an inteeest in doing so?

How many businesses and organizations in the community are
willing to have students visiting and working?

What are staff opinions and ideas regarding solutions?

STEP 7: Select the educational improvement_program to be intrdduced, based
on alternative resources and local positive and negative factors.

Depending upon the local situation, the choice of a staff-
student-citizen council and a community liaison might be ,

made, particularly if the community is willing to try at
these efforts. The staff training workshops will help at

the school but their effects may not extend far enough into
the community. Perhaps the best solution is a combination
of two or three possibilities to work in conjunction with
one another.

17
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How closely did your responses.to Exercise I correspond with the ideas

presented in the Answer Key? It is clear that the steps outlined in the

Answer Key provide a staircase of regular intervals by which you start with

the identification of the pw3blem area and proceed to,the selection of a ,

suitable remedy for it. There is Some overlap and interaction among the

various stelis that are probably apparent to you; but by keeping each one in

mind, important aspects will not be neglected. Exercise 2 gives you further

practice in identiiYing steps in the model.

Ekercise 2

Following is an illustration whlch reports the re-sults Of an interview

with the principal of a large urban senior high schOol. He discusseslactors

leading to his school's adoption of fivip.alteHative programs. The exercise,

as you Will see, calls for you to identify and record certain of the

principal's statements, as well as your own ideas, for each step of the model,

In doing Exercise 2, it is important that you understand the functions of each

of the seven steps in the process of selecting an improvement program. Here

is a brief discussion of them.

Step Identify the area of concern

This step locates the problem(s) needing to be solved, and will
involve correction of shortcomings, overcoming difficulties, or
meeting new demands placed upon the school system.

Step 2. Specify aims in ti;e area of concern

This step calls for stating in specific and objective'terms what
outcomes or conditions would need to be present in order for the
situation to be satisfaCtory in the given area of concern.

Step 3. Assess shortcomings in accomplishment of these aims

, For each of the aims listed in Step 2, obtain specific information
on the extent to which they currently are being met.

18
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Step 4. Determine likely causes for these shortcomings

, Identifying any conditions that could account for shortcomings in
accomplishing the desired aims is important to solving the problem.

, Causes might consist of errors of omission (things that should be
- done'and haven't) and of commission (things done incorrectly),

Step 5. Identify alternative resources for remedying the shortcbmings

This.step requires the conduct of a survey of all potential resouces
(materials, procedures, programs) available nationally or locally
that could remedythe shortcomings.

Step 6, Assess local factors-favoring or opposing adoption of each resource

Here it is important to consider all-of those local factors that
might have some bearing upon the choice of any alternative resource
as a solution-to the problem.

Step 7. Select the educational improvement program to be introduced, based
on resources and local factors

This step calls for choosing or: designing.a prograln to correct the
shortcomings. Selection is based on combining information on
available resources and local considerations, which will point to
the best solution.

The steps of the model overlap considerably and it sometimes is difficult

to be sure that certain information belongs in one step rather than another.

This is true especially of Steps 1 (identifying an area needing improvement),

2 (specifying aims), and 3 (assessing shortcomings). For example, suppose that

the area of concern is interracial relations in a school. This area doubtless

was identified because of instances of racial hostility or conflict, but such

occurrences also are evidence for shortcomings.{Step 3) in accomplishing the

aims (Step 2) of interracial good will.and harmony. What do Steps 2 and 3

add, once the problem of race relations has been selected for attention? .

Essentially, they proyide a probing and diagnosis of the trouble area by

developing a specific set of school system aims with respect to interpersonal

and intergroup relations, then a careful assessment of which of these aims

are not being met, and to what extent. This diagnostic process provides a

fuller and more accurate basis for analyzing causes of the problem and seeking
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a solution than does the initial identificaticon of the Area neeaing

improvement.

With these ideas-in mind, turn now to the description of Barrel High

School, which provides you with the information F4eded to perform Exercise 2.

-When you have finished thq exerciie, turn to the Answer.Key.

20
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The Barrel Senior High School

Mr.- Diamond was appointed Principal of Barrel Nigh in 1968 in the midit

of much student and staff dissatisfaCtion. The school serves nearly 4500

sfudents, though designed to accommodate only 3000, and it covers grades

9-12. By conducting an attitudinal survey anong students, Mr. Diamond

determined that a large majority of students didn't like school or trust their

teachers because they felt "lost in the crow.1" and that teachers didn't care

about them or about the school. Kids were lethargic and suspicious.

According to Mr. Diamond, the overcrowding of students at the school

, made it:impossible to provide for them educationally. Teachers couldn't

exercise new ideas; and traditionalists illere everywhere, mostly in power

positions." The fact that'attendance was quite low might have been construed

as-beneficial since it decreased the number of students in the school; but,
j. a

of cOurse, it pointed to the real underlying problem:' the great lack of

interest in school among students and teachers. In a previous effort to

ease the crowded situation, students had been placed on a duaf-shift plan

whereby juniors and seniors attended in the mornings *and freshmen and sophomores

in the afternoons. But parents grew increasingly critical of this shift

system because it meant that commuting was more dangerous and difficult and

that,their children were home unsupervised half of every day. They began to

insist that the number of students in the school be decreased and that the dual-

shift plan be eliminated.

Ninth graders came to Barrel Nigh ill-prepared academically for high

school work and emotionally incapable Of addressing themselves to their

studies and to the school climate. Discipline was a thorny, ever-present

problem. Many students who had done well in junior high and who had been

identified as fairly well motivated began to experience sudden drops in test

scores and grades and to exhibit negative attitudes in the classroom. Teachers,

21
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counselors, audents, and. parents noteethese new developments and many

complained v6ciferously.

In fact, approximately-one half of the students in alf four grade.levels
,

showed the need for improved basic aCademic skills and aiti'.udes if high

school were te be a successful, rewarding experience. Reading in every

department wis a critical Aped. Methods of aching elementary math were

necessary to permit teachers to teach the basics to students who hadn't learned

them in the lower grades.

Other of Barrel High's difficulties pertained to teacher attitudes'.

Staff apathy ran rampant, and teachers were disposed easily toward blaming the

students' lack of skins and interest while-never casting so much as a glance

at themselves as possible offenders. They had "given up" on teaching most of .

11.

the students and instead concentrated their efforts on i few "good" ones.

Through parents' complaint, his own personal "observations, viewing

grades and scores, anU faculty and student dissention, Mr. Diamond concluded

that immediate and direct actipn was necessary. He charged his. vice principal

with the responsibility of instituting and coordinating a series of meetings ..

of department heads and volunteers from the ranks of teachers, students,

parents, and community organizations such as insurance companies, banks,

utilities, and a local military installation. Their task was to e;tablish

goals and objectives in the. various subject areas and to identify needs that

weren't being met presently. These groups met regularly in 1969 and 1970 and

developed objectives for each subject area. Along with the need foi ;wavy

emphasis on the bas1c skills (reading, math), they determined that students

should learn how to live and work with others productively and respectfully

1110

and that individual needs of students be met, through remediel or enrichment

experiences. The goal was.to bring'nearli every studeqt of normal ability

22
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up to gradellevel achfevement and to foment an atmosphere of lively inteFest

among students and faculty. Increasing studpnt motivation and developing

career orientations were other important goal's.

Resolution of Barrel Highls.probjemsbseemed unrealistic in the building

which it occupied. It had been built jn 1939, was run down, and needed

considerable renovation, particularly.if it were to adequately accommadate

4500 students. Mr: Diamond decided that for any improvement proaram to be

feasible, the number of students at the high school would have to be cut to
ob.

3000. 'But :.tow could this be 'accomplished? Furthermore, reading and math

achievement scores were anraging three grade levels below normal for
a.

approximately one third of Barrel High students, and over 2000 mid-semester.

warning notices had been sent.to purents regarding their children's work

progress.

Mr. Diamond began to look for solutions to Barrel High's predicament. -He

surveyed national programs emphasjzing individualized instruCtion, affective

approaches to Zducation, and work-study arrangements. He also examlned

several programs in operation in the whole t6ckwood School District, taking

pirticular note of three: 1) Two hundred high-risk.boys attend a half day of

classes-devoted ta basic skills and the other half of the day in a self-contained

open classroom; 2) a junior-senior program for 200 students with aims of

establishing ccintact between students and the community, encouraging

involvement bptween adolescents and pre-schoolers, and preparing :tudents for

careers in their community; and 3) a Community-brother program 6 which

individual sponsorship of each of the eighty students by an adutt in the

community.provides a workrelated community service project with 'a mental

health and an affective component.
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Otherlpossibilitin under consicieratiOh were the dual.rshift plan then in

operation, which at least staggered the students so that only half of them
%

Could be in the=school at-any one time, and an extensive work-stki prVgramp

that would get students out of the guilding and into the community for blocki

of time. 'Concerned about.the alarmingly low levels of.achievement in his

school, Mr.41amond was leaning toward a basic skills program "stripped of all

such,frills as.lunch.period, study hall, and library.°

Mr. Diamond encourage'd his staff to present their"ideas for imProvement,

as long as basic skills were integral to each sbggestion. Teachers began to

seardb for suitable educational programs; sor9e developed their own. They

submitted their ideas to Mr. Diamond, who considered them in terms'of these

a

factors:
0

1. Feasibility

2. Merit

3. Costs

4. Attainable_goals

5. Effects upon other Barrel High staff.

6. Parents' and community's views

For exariPle, one proposal from a group of teachers suggested the development

of a,center for college-liound students whose achievement records were not ai

high as their pbtential and motivation. Such a program already existed else-
0

where in the school district and showed promising results. Mr. Diamond

reports that "these teachers wafted thd cream of the crop and that would have

dgroyed the morale of the other staff members," who would feel stuck tt;ith .

the other students not showing much potential." These other teachers

represented a considerable constTint upon Mr. Diamond's ability to approve

the new program. Obviously; if he were to set the program into operation,
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some'compromise regarding composition of the student body would have to made.

Based on his "choice philosophy," Mr. Diamond continued to give

priority to teacher-inspired plans and ideas for new programs, believing

tilat it was "important for teachers to develop and choose their own programs

so that they'll-be more involved in them. it is just as 6ssential that

kids decide about the programs for the same reasons.° 'He' felt that he had

the staff to mount good programs once they were chosen and developed.

Mr. Diamond reasoned that if he ilented only 3000 students in the school

building and since Barrel High necessarily drew from a large area of the

city, then he'd have to find proper sites for the other 1500 pupils. So, he

found himself in the position of not only seeking good, new programs but then

of locating suitable sites for them. Thus was born the idea of off-site

annexes of Barrel High. They seemed to offer the best solution to the problem

since off-site locations would reduce the number of students at the main

"building, eliminate the need for the unpopular dual-shift plan, foster more

individualized attention to students, and permit teachers to be wore creative

in these different:settings. Mr. Diamond felt confident that he would have

-parent support of the idea since their prime concern was to abolish the dual-

shift .plan and decrease numbers of students in the main school building so

that their children would have a better chance of obtaining a quality

education.

'Diff)lulties in creating off-site annexes lay in finding suitable space

trat a reasonable and manag able rent and that required little,in the way of

costly renovation. Obtaining approval and-support of the community adjacent

to chosen sites might prove to be another hurdle: MAtters such as teacher

"and book allotments and security personnel costs could create budgetary

problems since additional funding, was unlikely.. Last, perinission and supOot
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from the distrtct soperintendent would be needed before.anything could be done.

Taking a direct approach, Mr. Diamond searched the,community and nearby

4
regions for a building 'that might suit itself to:a variety of programs. He

'found oni that was occupieeby a special program.for only thirty students and

since there was Olinty of room for many More pupils, he "sold" hi's idea to
.

"Idevelop a Successful program for a,large number'of students" to the district

superintendent. Th'is initi'al'approval.allowed Mr. Diamond to turn Iis

attention to the :twice of a program and its "concOmitant problems.
.

$
,

Believing that basic skills, were the first priority and that it was

. urgent to "get to the freshmen before it was too late," Mr. Diamonedecided
,

, , 4 a .

"that the first annex should be a ninth-grade center devoted to the basic
A

skills, remedial,reading, ind preparation (academic and emotional) for the

diming high School years. He presenteC1 the anneeTdea and word of the-

superintendent's approval to,his.staff. 'Everyone agreed that the idea was a

'good one and offered'a solution tosome of Barrel High's problems; enthusiasm

was stirred among the group% But, no onewanted to teach in the projected

ninth-grade center.' They All wanted'the older students and never had welcomed

the wave of freshmen thrust ullon thcm by.the,schn nl district the previous

' year. NIthough Mr. Diamond believed that teachers, like students, Should have

options about.participating in the main or an annex.program, he was prepared

to assign staff members to the ninth-grade center on a mtating basis.

Furthermore, only those freshmen who had'demonstrated achievement sand positive.

attitudes toward school would have the option of attending the main building

program.

9

A series'of meetings with members of the community surrounding the

chosen site were held to -eassure people aboat tbeir fears related to having

a fair-sized school program in their midst. Rent and renovation costs proved

1

not tobe a problem since the building was owned and ciPerated by tte schoOl
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district, which assumed the financial responsibilities for the.needed repairs.

Staff and suppiles came out of the main building budget, ind although this

0

, represented a minor hardship, primarily in terms of security personnel who
0

became responsible for two buildings instead of just one, it seemed worth-

while to Mr. Diamond to proceed with the annex developmeht.0
Subsequently, Mr. Diamerid,has selected and put into operation a total of

five annex programs that address themselves to the basic problems of Barrel

High. They were inspired mostly by other projects in the school district and

developed and embellished by members of his own staff to meet,particulat:yWeeds

and aims of Barrel High students. They are:

1. Njnth-grade center for basic ,skills, remedial reading, improved
school attitudes -- 900 students.

2. Skills and training center for basic skills and job placement in
the trades for potential dropouts -- 100 students.

. 3. College-bound center for preparation for college or other post-
secondary education for students exkibiting academic potential --
300 students.

4. Office center fer'specialized business training and job placement in
the business world -- 500 students.

5. Social services center for affective approach to learning and work-
study experiences in hospitals, dental clinics, libraries, child-care
centers -- 200 students.

Most of these Orlgrams have been in operation since 1972 and seem to be

.accomplishing, for the most part, what they were intended to

the,programs must be paid from Barrel High's general operati
)

fof-trentat of focitof the five annexes, which is covered by

Much shift* of funds occurs to keep ayrof the programs ru
, bs.

gain)in success 4-poittive commollqY.profile, Mr. Diamond

- mqi nstream- funding to maintain' them,
r

do. All costs for

ng funds% Ircept

the school distric0

nping, but as they

expects increased

piamond reports that he tO "stt pat for thhee years to see

what haPpens with the programs,!' ilthough an aide sa40,that she'd be surprised
, ,
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if that were the case because he's alwayi tryiN something new to try to meet

variotis needs in the school.
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EXERCISE 2 - WORKSHEET

Selecting an Educational Improvement Program: Steps 1-4

Directions: Below are ihe steps in the problem-solving model used in this.

unit. Your task is to identify material in the preceding illustration on
Barrel High Schoorand to categorize it according to the various steps
below. In Steps 2-4, use only one area of concern,.that of basic skills.
Select information from the Barrel descriptton for each step and add your
suggestions on what additional data would give depth to Mr. Diamond's

-report. When you have.compieted this sheet, turn to the second page of
the worksheet, which deals with-Steps 5-7 of the problem-solving model.

STEPS - INFORMATION

1. Identify area(s)

of concern

Barrel Description:

,

.
.

t

,

2. Specify aims in
area of concern:
basic skills

Barrel Description:

Your Suggestions:'

.
.

.

.

3. Aisess shortcomings
in accomplishing
these aims

Barrel Description:

.

Your Suggestions:
A.

,

4. Analyze likely
causes for these
shortcomings

Barrel Description:
.

Vour Suggestions:
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EXERCISE 2 - 4ORKSHEET (cont'd.)

Selecting an Educational Improvement Program: Steps 5-7

Directions: For Steps 5 and 6 below, you will be concerned with the choice
of egiible sites and programs to meet the needs of Barrel.High students.
Again, extract from the text information relevant to each step; add yaw
own ideas to fill in Mr. Diamond's report. /n Step 7, you will use
Information gleaned from the whole report to arrive at Mr. Diamond's
selections.

STEPS INFORMATION

, 5. Identify resources
for remedying
shortcomings

Barrel Description:

Your Suggestions:

6. Assess local
factors favoring
or opposing
'adoption

Barrel DiscriptiOn:

Your Suggestions:

7. Select improvement
program

Barrel Description:

Your Suggestions:
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EXERCISE 2 - ANSWER KEY

Selecting an Educational Improvement Program

Your responses under "Barrel Description" should parallel closely the
informtion provided in the report, although your suggestions may differ
considerably.from those offered here. These suggestions should be viewed as
examples of responses.

STEPS

1. Identify area(s)
of concern

INFORMAT/ON

Barrel Description:
Overcrowding
Student achievement
Student attitudes
Staff attitudes

2. Specify aims in
area of concern:

basic skills

Barrel Description:
Basic skills (reading, math) - grade level
achievement for majority of students

Your Suggestions:
Average scores on national achievement tests as
minimum for most students
rffii4-Fasic skills in daily lives
Using basic skills as departure point for
more advanced studies
Positive student attitudes toward basic skills
Individualized instruction according to student
needs
Student mastery of basic skills
Student self-direction in studies

3. Assess shortcomings
in accomplishing
these aims

Barrel Descrtption:
Scores were 3 grule levels below normal for
1/3 of students
2000 mid-semester warning notices sent

Your Suggestions:
Students are not encouraged to read books,
newspapers, etc.
Majority of students do not want to study
creative writing, literature, algebra, etc.
Students exhibit negative attitudes toward studies
Students do not work at own pace
Students do not master skills
Students do not work independently

4. Analyze ltkely
causes for these
shortcomings

--tucle-nW-1c1Co-f 'interest in school
Poor preparation for high school

Negative attitudes in classroom

Poor teacher attitudes
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EXERCISE 2 - ANSWER KEY (cont'd.)

STEPS INFORMATION

4. (Continued)

Your Suggestions:
. Students do not view school work as relevant to

iheir lives
Advanced work perceived.* many students as
difficult and out of their realm
Staff unfamiliar with metfiods of individualization
Students are unfamiliar and uncomfortable with
planning and conducting own work program

5. Identify resources
for remedying

shortcomings

Barrel Description
Survey of national programs and curricula
Survey of Lockwood School District programs
-Dual-shift plan currently in operation
Extensive work-study Trogram
No-frills basic skills program
Staff ideas for improvement, e.g., college-bound
program
Suitable sites for programs

Your Suggestions:
Staff and students share in developing programs
and curricula

6. Assess local
factors favoling
or opposing
adoption

Barrel Description:
Parent support of annex idea
Location of suitable space at reasonable cost
Community attitude toward school site improves
Staff and supply allotments limited
Superintendent's viewpoint favorable
Staff enthusiasm for annex idea
Staff's lack of interest in teaching at
ninth-grade center
Staff ideas for Improvement are plentiful

Your Suggestions:
Student views on annex idea should be considered
Student views on new programs should be considered

7. Select improvement
progrmu

Barrel Description:
Community support, suitable site, and budget
considerations led to establishment of ninth-
grade center
Five annex programs selected for their
pertinence to Barrel High's problems

Your Suggestions:
Staff and student input should have been taken
more into account before selections were made
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Exercise 2 gave you the opportunity to test your ability to recognize

the various steps if) the problem-solving model used throughout this unit for

selecting an educational improvement program. -The nekt seven objectives in

the unit are the steps of that problem-solving approach viewed in detail, .

after your brief introduction to them throu4h the illustration of the general

concerns of Barrel High School. The more formal the model that ytm have in

mind, the more likely you are'to pay attention to all of its steps. Try to

keep all of the steps of this problem-solving model before you as you continue

through the unit.

93
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[Objective 2.. Identify the area in which educational improvement is needed. -1

-Any component of a school operation. is a potential area of concern for

which educational improvement is needed: The need might be.for improved

instruction offered to student as is the case :in introducing a new

:instructional system, changing the curriculum in one or mOre instructional

arkas, or troubleshooting in an existing instructional program. Sometimes -

improving the conditions under whia-instruction is offered is necessary for

successful implementation of the program. Such instances might call for ,

introducing a new pattern for organizing,instruction, an improved in-service

training program, or perhaps a program of interpersole or intergroup relations.

Often the area in need of improvement is quite evident to everyone*.

concerned because acute problems arise or strong demands issue from parents;

teachers; or students. If students engage in frequent fights and name-calliny

across cultural and/or racial lines, system personnel from.the Superintendent

to the-classroom teacher know that something must be done in the area of

intergroup relations. Likewise, a high dropout rate in the district points
1

to the need for more attention in the instruction area. Other times:the"

problem ii obvious but its causes are subtler. For example, a non-graded

approach may be judged unsuccessful when, in actuality, the problem may lie-

ln teachers' inexperience in effectively utilizing paraprofessionals, thereby

causing teachers to feel encumbered by several grade levels and the

increasingly large work load.

When the scnool district has decided already what is the area needing

improvement, then it is time to move on to the next step in the process of

program selection unless the choice was made hastily and ill-advisedly, and

other areas should have been considered:

.
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Assume that the area needing improvemint has not been identified and

that yOur job calls upon yta to offer liadership in determining it: What

process should ytu follow? Obviously the focus and boundaries of your quest

mdll depend on the circumstances:. Sometimes the task will involve examining

all aspects of a school system, looking for areas Where there is a critical

need for improvement. At other times the task will involve inspection

, of some segment of the school system such as the district's elementary program.

Many times the task will be that of surveying one school's total program,

looking for wehknesses demtnding attention.. At still other times, external

funds.are available for

Title üi, and the tiask

improvement programs, as in the case of Title I or

will'ee that of locating areas needing improvement

falling within the funding boundaries set by the granting agency. While the

specific activities called for in determining needed improvements will vary,

the general process to be fon-owed will be similar in each case. Likewise,

the general process you will follow will be the same regardless 9f-the job

you hold, whether as school system leader or external consultant.

A five-step procedure,for identifying the area(s) most needing improvement

is presented below. The procedure is offered, not as the only correct sequence

of steps, but as one that is adequate to its purpose. The procedure is

illustrate'd by sketching how an area of concern might be identified in case a

Title I project is to be planned for a school system's elementary schools that

fits the Title I specifications.

I. Make a list of the components or aspects of the school system or school

where needs for improvement might be found. In making this list, use your

knowledge of the make-up of a school system and supplement your ideas by asking

school system leaders and teachers to add potentiil trouble areas not on your

list. In Title I schools, your list would,doubtless include reading,

mathematics, attendance, organization for instrbction, teacher-puOil relations,

3 5.
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staff morale, interpersonal 'and IntergroUp relationvamong students-, and

school-community relaiions. Numerous other items mould 'need to be on a full

4
list of potential areas needing improvement. (One excellent source of ideas .

is to obtain lists of Title I funded projects from state or federal offices.) - -

'2. Determine the best sources of information.on each item oel:your list.

Three major data-lathering methods'are available to you: analysis of reports

and records, interview, and observat/on.

use these methods in obtaining information

poteptiil areas of concerne Thus., for Title.I, information orf students'

Your task is to decide how best to
-

kbout each item on your list-of

achievement in curriculum areas can be obtained from examining school records

and from interviewing administrators, curriculuT coordinators, and _teachers;

and information on social interactions at school can be obtained by intervieiting

school leaders, teachers, parents, and students, and through observation.

3. Obtain the requirid :information and make an initial list of areas

needing improvement. You probably will not have more than a week or two to

develop ycor initial list of trouble areas so your data-gathering will need

to depend on quick analyses of records, brief interviews, and spot observat4ions.

Remember, the task is to obtain an initial list of trouble areas, to be checked

and revised.

4. Check and revise your initial list of areas needing improvement by

discussing it with kgy informants. Your initial list, when reviewed by key

.
school leaders and,representative teachers, parents', and students, doubtless

will cause them to suggest other areas that your investigation did not turn

up. It may be necessary for you to return to Step 3 to gather further

inforMation on these areas In the case of Title I, it is very likely Oat

the list of problem areas resulting from this process will include achievement

in.reading and mathematics, student attitudes toward school, staff morale,

and numerous others.

3 6
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S. Make a priority listing of areas needing improvement. Ordinarily .

only one, or a small fraction, of the areas needing tmprovement can.be dealt .

with at any given time through formal improvement programs. This is especially

true when an improvement program demands major chdnges involving substantial

costs, extensive staff training, or other uses of scarce resources. Since a

prtorttY Itsting is the baits for admtntstrattve decisions as to which

Problm areas are to be tackled, it is essential that school system leadership

participate in setting up priorities and ,that you assist by presenting clearly

the evidence you.have obtained on the relative seriousness of the needs for

improvement in the areas on your list. School system decisions; obviouily,

will be based on the featibility of making needed changes as well as on the

seriousness of need. Priority ltsts for Title I very often are headed by

reading or mathematics as areas of concern, but student attitudes, teacher-
..

student relations, and sch61 community relations have recently received
A

4 higher priority than heretofore.

Most often, needs for improvement in a school district or school

occur in one of these basic components:

1. Instruction (curriculum and teaching methods)

2. Organization for instruction

3. In-service staff training

4. Interpersonal/intergroup relations at school

S. School-comiunity relations

An example oT a r:oblem in each of the five components is presented below:

1. The middle school science program it. found to be ineffective in
arousing students' interest or in stimulating extracurricular
scientific ictivities.

24111ruperintendent wants to initiate team teaching in the district's

mentary schools because she feels that an interdisciplinary approach
igneeded and that substitute teachers would be called less often to
fill absences of regular teachers.
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3. Int-service.training is judged insufficient 'for teachers preparin4 to
teach a new math curridblum.

.
4

4. The district's two high schools are suffering from high inter-racial
tension and something must be done to dlleviate it.

5. The Assistant Superintehdent for Community Relations perceives a
noticeable drop in parent participation.in school activities as
students move from the elementary to ple-middle_school level.

Other school system compohents that frequently ar the:focus of

improvement proprams ihirolve introducing enew program to serve a special
.

student group (such as Head Start), introducing new learning eciuipment,

changi6g, the schoof plant (by building alieration5 or by new construction),

and introductng changes in 'school system administration or finahce.

To give you practice in outlining a procedur4 for identifying an area .

needing improvelpht, Exercise 3 is provided.
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Identifyirg Areas Needitginprovement
. a

4
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4A
Directionsi One of your duties as an elementary principal in thgikyng Ho .

School District is tO maintatn vigilance over the'total schtObgram
-to make tt of most benefit to.students. Your annual status urvgy has the
purpose of locating those aspects of the school and its program that you
will want to strengthen through next year's improvement activities. Outline
the opproach you would take under the followtng questions.

1. list major aspects of the school and its program that you would survey,

looking for areas needing tnprovement,
,

2. What kinds of evidence would you seek, and what data-gathering methods would
you use, in examining each of the'following areas that may need improvement?
(Under METHOD,.opposite each entry under EVIDENCE, circle the onesor more ,

methods you'd loe to gather evidence: R - examining records or reports;
I - interviewing; 0 - observing.)

a. Mathematics instructi.)n

..

EVIDENCE METHOD

R I O-
R I O

11. I 0

R I O

R I O

2 s
.

R I O
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b. Staff morale
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- .

EIROEHE
.

. .

METHOD

R ty 0

. .

.

.

(.

R I O

R" I 0

.

- R 1 0

, R I O

,

c. School-community relations

\

I'

Evtmug . METHOD

RIO
,

. _ .
R 1 0

. s

R I O
.

RIO
.

R I O

.

t
. k a

.

R I O

3. Assuming you hacParrived at a valid list of areas needing improvement,
how would you pro,peed to list them in priority order (from most to least
critical or urgent)?

1

a

4 0
.



EXERCISE 3 - ANSWER KEY
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. iIdentifYing Areas Needng Improvement .
.. .

,

-ExPlanation: It is not expected that your answeri will corraspond point-for-
point'veth those given in this Answer Key. However, you should heve included

most.ofthe items given hei.e, in your own words. Doubtless you irill have

ipcluded items in your answers that are not in-the Answer Key.

%

1. List major aspects of the school and its program that you would survey,

looking for areas needingAmpeovement.

Learning materials and equipment
Instruction in each curriculum area
Organization for instruction
Co-curricular and extra-curricular activitii
School plant
Staff morale
Teacher-studpnt relations
Students' interpersonal and intergroup relations

Discipline
Student attendance -g
Staff assignments

.Teacher competencies
Scheduling ahd grouping
School-community relations
Guidance functions

2. What kinds of evidence wOuld you seek, and what.data-gathering methods
lkould you use, in examining each of the following areas that may need
improvement? (Under METHOD, opposite each'entry under EVIDENCE, circle the
one or more methods you'd use to gather evidence: R - examining records or
reports; I - Interviewing; 0 - observing.)

a. Mathematics instruction

LVIUMILL

Math skill learning

MtIMUU

00 0
,

Math reasoning, discovery 00'°
Applying math skills to practical problems II, OC)

Student interest in st-4ying math R (:) 0

Provisions for individual differences OD 0
Teachers' methods f instruction "lz la
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Mutmut

Teacher attitudes toward other staff members

ritinuu

R QC)

Teacher participation in staff meetings 00C
Staff willingness to work outside school hours R an
'Staff willingness'to accept new assignments Rca
Degree of staff absenteeism ® I -0

Staff ihterest in improving competencies R M 0

Teacher satisfaction with wages and workibg conditi s R 0 0

c. School-cómmunity relations t=r

' EVIDENCE
-

Community sharing in school,policy decisions

METHOD

00 0

Parents' attitudes toward the school program R (!) 0

Staff attitudes toward the community R 0 0

Community volunteers in the school program R (E)(1

PTA membership and activities R (E)q

School activities involving community members R 0 0

3. Assuming you had arrived at a valid list of areas needing tnprovement,
how would you proceed to list them in priority order (from most to least
critical or urgent)?

In arriving at a priority listing, you would need to consult staff
members and parents, as well as central office personnel. In addition to
individual interviews, group discussion sessions would be valuable.

The criteria that should be used in-setting priorities are the
magnitude of the shortcomings found, degree of urgency or criticality of
the needs for improvement, and feasibility of making improvements in the

area based oa judgments about the available resources and community

response.

Setting up a priority list does not mean, of course, that only those
needs at the top of the list can receive attention. You, as principal,
could probably initiate, with help from the central staff of your district,
from teachers, and from parents, improvement activities dealing with
several areas needing improvement.
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'Objective 3. Specify aims in the area of concern.

When it has been decided where improviment is needed, the next task is

to specify school or district aims for that area. A clear statement of aims

(goals, purposes) provides a measuring stick for success or failure of an

operaping program; therefore, it is important that these aims be stated in

e such a way that they can be gauged. Specifying aims in an area of c;ncern

requires being Ole to identify an appropriate or adequate set of outcomes.

Such a list of aims can help to insure that essential areas are not

neglected and also can provide a. basis for assQssing shortcomings that already

exist (Objectin 4). Aims that are not fully or even partly achieved present

shortcomings in a program that result in the need for Improvement. Thus,

identifying aims provides a strong basis for planning or selecting an

-improvement Program (Objective 8).

All school pfograms are based upon decisions regarding the aims or goals

that are intended to be met. The types of aims will vary according to what

schOol planners wish to achieve and in what area. For example, a list of

aims in an area of instruction, say, social studies, will differ markedly

from those goals specified for a program designed o improve schobl-community

relations. The basic areas with which schools or school districts are concerned

include the following;

1. Instruction

2. Organizatior for instruction

3. In-service training

4. Staff utilization

5. Staff morale

6. Interpersonal/intergroup relations
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7. School-comminity relations

8. Casts analysis

Unit 8 - 40

Within these areas, aims and goals will differ widely since their foci are so

divergent. Suppose a school district is.conce'rned with a curridulum area,

perhapsift elementary science progrim. In generating aims in elementary.

iciencp, the district might determine that students should ichieve, or at

least make significant progres toward, the followiig goals...Note that these

aims can be categorized according to their falling within the cognitive or

affective realms of instruction.

1. Learning scientific terms and classification systems.
2. Understanding scientific principles (for example, in biology, the

numerous ecological interdependencies).
3. Applying these principles (to continue the biologz example,

develliping a terrarium, maintaining An aquarium).
4. Assimilating facts.
S. Working independently.
6. Learning tool skills (as in using microscopes, chemical apparatus).
7. Using inquiry methods (observatton) analysis).
8. Broadening interests in subfields of science.
9. Developing positive attitudes toward science.
10. Valuing all living things. -
11. Increasing a positive self-concept through independent work and

satisfaction.
12.- tmproving interpersonal skills by working and communicating with

others (students, teachers).

The first seven aims fall primarily within the cognitive area, while those

.goals numbered 8 through 12 might be considered to .be affective.

A second illustration of aims, this time in the area of interpersonal/

intergroup relations, could include the following affective goals.

1. 'Developing a good self-concept.
2. Valuing hones* in behavior.
3. Accepting each other as individuals of worth.
4. Expressing a feeling of equality in behavior.

. S. Developing a sensitivity toward others.

6. Respecting members of other racial, ethnic, or religious groups.
7. Engendering cooperation between and among groups.
8. Gaining experience in the decision-making process in the

school community.'
9. Understanding the value of bringing racial/ethnic/religious tensions

out into the open for discussion and resolution.
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As a final illustrative list of aims, team teaching, a method of

organization for instruction, offers these objectives:

1. Keep good teachers in the field of education by offering them
leadership roles as team leaders, which provide:challenging work,
recognition, and salary supplements.

2. Free teachers from routine clerical chores by providing them with
, paraprofessional help, thus enabling teachers to devote their full
time to teaching and planning activities.

3. Insure that students are always in touch with experienced teachers,
rather than only with substitute teachers who perform a custodtal
function in traditional programs; in a team teaching approach,
substitute teachers receive direct guidance from otherinembers of
the teaching team.

4. Provide opportunities for teacher cooperation in planning and
conducting inStruction.

5. - Provide a setting for training interns.
66

6% Permit specialization in subject areas.
7. Foster greater flexibility in grouping for instruction.
8. Reduce the number of needed teachers by assigning them teaChing tasks

only and giving paraprofessionalrother chores (paraprofessionals
can be hired at lower rates of pay than can professional teachers).

-9. Provide a setting where part-time teachers can be used.

. Lists of aims will vary in type, length, degree of detail, and complexity,

but all of them should be stated in lucid, objective terms. In your leadership

role, you may be called upon to develop a list of aimm in an area needing

improvement. If you were to ask other school personnel for a list of these

aims,.it is probable that the result would be unsystematic and incomplete.

You should be able to examine aims for errors of commission or omission and

then to suggest additions or deletions. It is important that you help others

to state aims clearly and in such a way that later assessment of-shortcomings

in accomplishing these aims is facilitated. For example, if someone writes

the aim "Pupil should know basic arithmetic," you could suggest that the aim

be improved by considering:

1. What criteria are to be used to judge if pupil "knows" basic
arithmetic? National standardized achievement tests? Comparison
with other pupils in the class? Mastery criterion of, say, 90 per
cent?
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2. Does-pupil have to show evidence of using basic arithmetic in
daily, practicalmatters?. Counting change? Determining each
person's share in a group bill?

3. Should.pupil exhibit self-direction in planning and conducting
problems in arithmetic? Be able to formulate own problems? Be

to solve problems with minimal help from others?

4. Should pupil be able to explain why a solution to a problem is
the right onel or il performing it enough?

- Generating a' full set of aims within an area of concern requires a grasp

of the general types of goals that.ere relevant. They will vary with the
e

area needindiMprovement, as evidenced by the examples of the elementary

science, interpersonal/int&group relationg, and team teaching programs.

What standards the school district sets and whether the desired outcomes are

in terms of year-end levels of performance or of Wm of whole classes or of

individuals will affect the types of aims listed, of course. It is important

also to clarify.the school district's conce6 with student attitudes toward

the program and with integrating school and home sectors of students' lives..

This role of probing for aims and seeking standards is.one that is not formally

provided for by school districts but nevertheless has a profound effect upon

clarifying objectives and enabling a proper assessment of shortcomings to be

carried out in those areas.

There'are several ways to develop a list of aims in the area of concern.

One method is to talk with.various school personnel, such as the assistant

superintendent, the curriculum coordinator, building principal, program

coordinator, and teachers. From these interviews, you may get a number of

desired outcomes which can be transformed into a list of aims. Usually,

'though, information received from school personnel is sketchy and needs much

rounding out before a coherent, complete list of aims is obtained. To

supplement information acquired by interviewing, you may want to inspect

learning materials, tests, and other records to cull ideas for your list of
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aims. There may be other written descriptions or attempts at written

objectives that could be helpful. Finally, brainstorming with or without

. program personnel in terms of what you already know about the program can

yield valuable input for developing a good set of aims.

Exercise 4
.4:

it'VP
Now try to develop your own list of aims. Exercise4-salf}s ',tinfoil to

= k

think about an area of concern -- that of individCklizing instruction -- and

then to write a suitable list of aims that a school or school district might

wish to meet in that area. Consider the reasons that a school or district

-,lnight have for instituting a program of individualized instruction and what

outcomes it hopes to achieve. Take care not to confuse aims (desired

outcomes) with wasof accomplishing them. For example, an aim of elementary

science might be that students work independently, while a way. of achieving

this aim could be providing adequate space, tools, and materials for each

pupil. State each aim as clearly and objectively as you can.

When you hove completed your list of atms, compare it with the one

presented in the Answer Key.
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EXERCISE 4 - WORKSHEET

Listiqg Aims_in. an Area of Concern

Directions: Individualizing instruction consists of design:ing and conducting
With each student, programs of studies that are tailor-made to fit his/her
learning needs and characAeristics as a learner. This calls for guiding

, each student!s.pr9gress., month-by-month, week-by-week, and day-by-day, in
terms,oflearnifig plans made especiallY for each pupil. With this
definition in mihd, write a list of suitable aims or goals that school
personnel might want an individualized instruction program in any subject
area to meet,
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EXERCISE 4 - ANSWER KEY

Listing Aims in an Area of Concern

The following list of atms for individualizing instruction is not
an official list. It does, however, Include the key features of major .

individualized programs such as Individually Prescribed Instruction (IPI),
' Planned Learning According to Needs (PLAN), and Individually Guided
Education (I5E). Note that the list stresses individual lesson plans,
mastery of learning tasks, and student self-directIon in performing tasks.
Aims on the list also fit the open classroom approach and independent study.

I. Locate each student in the curriculum at his/her own level of achievement.

2. Provide different instructional approaches to match each student's
learning characteristics.

3. Provide help to each siudent on an individual basis.

4. Permit students to prOgress at their individual rates.

5. Insure students' mastery of learning tasks'before proceeding to new ones.

6. Enable students to work on tasks using materials and methods suited to
them individually.

A

7. Allow students to select some of their'own learning goals.

8. Encourage students to plan their own approaches to learning tasks.

9. Permit students to evaluate their own work.

10. Provide flexibility in learning settings that can be adapted to each
student's needs.

11. Match objectives of learning tasks'io individual'students' behaviors.

12. Provide opportunities for pupil teamwork to oicourage peer help.

13. Encourage students development of competencies in self-direction.
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Were yoU able to capture the quality of the content presented in the

Answer Key to-Exercise 4? Did you note that the aims listed in the Answer

Key were stated in such a way as,to facilitate implementation of an

individualized instruction program or to enable such a program to be evaluated

in terms of its goals?

Thus, a good set of aims is useful in two ways;

1. As a basis for planning and conducting an,educational improvement

program; and

2. As a basls for assessing shortcomings in an educational improvement

program already in operation.

Could yout answers for ExePcise 4 be used for such purposes? If not,

consider them again, adding,-deleting, or restating aims until you are

satisfied that they are functional. Then go on to Objective 4,.which deals

with assessing shortcomings in accomplishing program aiis.

o
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1

Objective 4. Assess shortcomings in accomplishing aims in an area needing
improvement.

^

To determine whether or not shortcomtngs exist, you must look at the

aims listed in a particular area of concern.and detenmine to what extent they

are being accomplishd. ,Thus, a shortcoming is the extent to.rodich a desired

aim is not being met. For example, if one aim in elementary math is that

students can correctly multiply 90 per cent of the two-place number problems

assigned to them and, in actuality, they are successful at only 50 per cent

of them, a significant shetcoming exists for that aim. The peed for

improvement in an area arises from the failure to achieve a target set of aims.

.

. In Objective 3 you learned how to identify a list of aims for a particular

area of concern; now you will study ;ow to obtain and analyze data on the

11110

ektent to which the aims are being achieved.

\

In order to assess the extent of shortcomings, it is necessary that the

statement of aims be explicit enough to indicate exactlywhat is desired.

Furthermore, is this standard established-for an individual student (in

which case the standard is flexible), for a class, a school, a region? To

illustrate, the aim might be for individual student; to exhibit over a year's

time a gain from their original baselines of achievement. Here, the standard

varies with each student. Or, perhaps an aim might call for all sixth grade

students in the school district to better the national average obtained on

standardized achievement tests. A third type of aim might state that all

students achieve 100 per cent mastery of a particular learning,goal. This

aim would represent the least flexible of the three mentioned here.

These aims have dealt with instructional concerns; but aims in many

other school areas abound, such as in school management and organization, staff

morale, school-community relations, student attitudes, and so forth. The
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type of aims being examtned will determtne therm of,obtatntng data on the

extent of their achtevement. Methods of explortng tke accomplishment of aims

in elementary Math would dtffer from an tnvesttgatton tnto school-community

relations1

histrdctional aims usually are examined for shortcomings in their

acnievement first through the use of national standardized achievement tests.

But -such tests have two weaknesses: (1) They cannot take account of differences

between arricula, so they consist of questions having to do with learning

objectives common to most %hools in the country; and (2) siich tests usually

focus on concepts, facts, and skills, thereby slighting other important

learning goals such as analytical thinking, creativity, and problem-solving

approaches. You might partly overcome these weaknesses by including in ybur

testing battery those tests that focus on the learning goals of the local

program. For example, if a school program's goals require that students

understand principles and use knowledge to solve novel problems, an approach

that measures such aims is offered by the Sequential Tests of Educational

Progress (STEP), which were developEd by the Educational Testing Service of

Princeton, New Jersey. Another approach would be to change the curriculum to

utilize newee curriiula that include achievement tests closely geared to the

learning objectives of their materials.

A third way to make achievement testing of aims more relevant to the

local program is to use locally-developed tests that teaqhers, along with help

from curriculum and evaluation specialists, build themseves.1 This method

would require of teachers that they be close observers of students' coping,

problem-solving, and work completion behaviors and that they keep careful and

-

accurate records of such data for year-end review and evaluation.
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The types of data to be gathered In checktng the extent of accomOishment

.

of a gtvenitst'Of atms ate several:

1. Records (tncluding test scores,.-progress reports, grades., teacher

end student journals, mitflutes of meeitngi);
,

2. fntervit6s (with teachers, students, princtpals, parents, district

supervisory staff);

3. Questionnaires (used for.obtaining information from the same people

to be interviewed; the advantage is-that more people tan be .

"interviewee in a short amount'of time); and
.

4. Observation (of classes, staff meetings, Board of Education, PTA,

student gatherings)"

Some of the dataacquired in such ways.011 be objective, particularly

test scores, grades, and minutes of meetings, while other information will be

highly iubjective (observations, some interviews).because much interpretation

of the data will be necessary. Ovew-laying all acquisition of data, of course,

is a blanket of interpretation since even the most 'objective" information --

, -

hard test scores -- Itquires some lnterpretatton. But some data are inherently

more subjective, tn that the data collector must make more judgments and

decisions about what the data mean. For example, an obServer may note a

particular behavior in a classroom (say, *hat might be viewed 9s-14ss
( -

confusion ih a noisy opelf..cliroom) and interpret that behavior as a short-

coming in the conduct,of a class, when in actuality, such behavior may be

normal (mass confusion may be students moving among vari,ds learning centers

on the basis of individual needs and interests). Without understanding the

goals of a program,rthe data collector can mike serious misinterpretations of

the data.
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This brings-us to another pant:. Thmtimportance of probtng deeply for .

.

' information oidtng a superftctal, blossy study, and of confirming findings .

witk data fr two or three sources. The open classroom,obseryer, for example,

mIght judge tI classroom chaotic and unorgantzed befOre interviiwing the

teacher or ottier participants and learning the reasoning-and philosophy behind

the freeddm of movement and choice that was observed.
. an.

'Gathering data is a tiOg-consuming task and collecting enough information
. .

to be We-to
.

ponfirm and check findings takes an even greater toll. Usually,
:

you cannot engage in full,formal evaluations since timelWill be top shortand A

since thischool seldom can make'.available the resources needed for en extended

evaluation. Hence, you must'be prepared to employ assessment strategies that

-
make the Lest possible use of the time and resources that are available. You

should be aware of factors influencing the value of information from different

I -

sources. For example, a 4uburban school with a student body having a low

'turnover rate would potsess student records that were quite ,:omplete, while an

urban school with a large number of transfer, students would have legAompletel
t

and less comparable records on students.

Your major sources 9fdata will be the analysis of records, observaticins,

and interviews: In assessing accomplishment of certain learning goals, you

may want to tombine test scores (where applicable to program aims.), teachers'

assessments', and observation of student performance. Obtaining evidence on

student interests and attitudes about Anstruction in a particular subject or

about the School climate may call for interviewing stOdents. Valuable data

on intQrpersonal/intergroup relations can be obtained by observing student-
.

student or student-teacher iuteractions In various settings, by collecting

reports of events that have occurred, and by interviewing staff and students

for attitudes and experiences. Finally, assessing teachers' competencies
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1110
would require_observation_ofLteachtng_and analysts of teachek' plans and

records as thR most ecoisomial use of your data-gathering time.

Briefly, then, a procedure for assdssing shortcomings in the

accomplishment of aims would consist of the following-steps: .

1. Decide What data'are needed to assess the degree of attainment

of each atm.

t

2. Deterimne which data are available already (test scores, records,

reports) and how to get needed information (perhaps through inter- '

viewing, questionnairep, observation, administering new tests).,

3. Collect the data that still are needed.

4. Analyze the data to identify s tcomings in achieving the desired

aims.

Let us examine an illustration of how if'oU might use this assessment

procedure in identifying shortcomings in an elementary math program. You roy

decide that you want information on three types of goals:

1. Knowledge of content in elementary math (terms, facts, principles,

procedures);

2. Competencies in planning and conducting inquiries (investigations,

41
creative projects,' problem solutions) in elementary math; and

3. Interests or attitiides toward elementary math.

whi data would you need in,each goal area? In the content area, you would

seek the following types of eyidence:

a. Achievement tests e. Teacher reports
b. Student grades f. Student bomewerkasivillm
c. Student project reports g. Student responses
d. Student self-evaluations h. Conduct of classes

For inquiry competencies, evidence from these sources would be valuable:

a. Student reports on planning and conducting projects

4. Teacher reports on students' planning and conducting of projects
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c. Project matellals used
d. Spident ititerlitoW--
e. Teacher interviews
f. Classroom observations

Information on attitudes could be obtained from:

a. Classroom observations
b. Student interviews and self-evaluationS
c. Tfacher interviews and reports.

Look,at the three 1,ists of types of evidence to determine which of them are

available already and which will need to be gathered. Probably you will agree

that in the content area the first six types (a-f) would be available to you

and that the last two (g-h) would need to be obtained. Achievement tests

might be the Metropolitan, the California, or the Iowa series, or perhaps a

locally developed set; but they, along with grades, reports, and tssignments,

weuld be yours for the asking. In the inquiry competencies area, types a-c

TiTrnost cases would be on hand, while d-f would have to be gathered. For

attitudei, probably all three types of evidence would have to be obtained.

Having decided which data remain to be collected, you then would devise

a data-gathering schedule to enable you to obtain all that you needed to carry

out a proper assessment of shortcomings. Your time period for this task might

be two days or two weeks or two months, but the shorter the allotment of time,

the more efficient your strategy will need to be. The data lacking are in the

area of observing and int-rViewing; thus, you will have to cake into considera-

tion teacher and class schedules as well as the availability of students and

teachers for interviews. Their schedules to a great extent will determine

yours. Furthermore, you will.have to decide how to sample the various math

classes, teachers, and students so as.to obtain valid, representative data of

as many of them as pssible. Your data collection schedule also should provide

some leeway for missed appointments, cancelled classes, or lengthy interviews

that extend into the time slot provided for the next activity.
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, After collecting the needed data, you then would analyze it to idefttify

shorttomings in accomplishing the desired aims. If, for example, the

Metropolitan results indicated that one third of the sixth graders were one

grade level below the national average for math, a significant shortcoming

would eicist if an aim stated that students should achieve at least as high as

the'national norm. Or, if teacher reports note that a sizable group of

students are not willing or able to plan and conduct independent inquiries

and reqUire constant direction from teachers, such evidence would indicate

that students are not learning such competencies and steps need to be taken

to correct the situation. Likewise, if interviews with students reveal a

prevalent dislike toward math, fear of working alone on projects without

teacher direction, unwillingness to complete homework assignments, and lack

of interest in extracurricular math pursuits, such negative attitudes can be

considered a definite shortcoming of themath program and call for remedial

action.

With a list of shortcomings and the extent to which they fall to meet

the desired aims, you will be in a good position to begin to plan,an improvement

prog-am.

By way of further example, if you'were investigating student attitudes

toward scheol, you might want to obtain.the following types of evidence:

I. Attitudes toward school in general
2. Attitudes toward particular subjects
3. Interests in curriculum-related activities
4. Staff-student relationships
5. Student-student relationships

Ways of gathering evidence in these areas include the use of irterviews with

samples of students, administering attitudinal surveys or questionnaires, reports

from teachers on their observations, records of participation in such activities

as student council, the saiool newspaper and yearbooK, dramatic productions,

athletics, special clubs, social affairs, and community service projects.
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Another illustration, this time in the area of school organization and

management, would check for effective use of instructional resources, including

staff, materials, time, and space. You would want to investigate such matteri

as the followi0

1. Is the curriculum flexible enough to allow teachers a wide range
of options in developing lessons to Meet student needs?

2. Is the schedule loose enough to include planning time and periods
for staff teamwork in conducting and evaluating instruction?

3. Is the staff diverse enough that every teacher is assigned to
duties for which (s)he is prepared and maintains an interest?

4. Are scheduling and grouping practices effective?

5. Are marking and reporting procedures helpful and effitie-t?

6. How effective are guidance services and parent conferences?

These areas would be best investigated through the perusal of recort;s and

reports, interviews with the staff, and some observation of classes. The

criteria you select for judging the effectiveness of the school program

should relate clearly to the school's main task of guiding students toward the

achievement of its learning goals. Thus, for example, grouping practices

should be examined for the purpose of determining whether they foster

diversification of instruction to meet individual learning needs, or whether,

instead, they merely simplify the teacher's job. Guidance services should be

evaluated in terms of their contribution to the personal and academic

development of individual students, not in terms of their effectiveness as a

disciplinary arm of the administration. And reporting procedures should be

judged according to how fairly they reflect students' progress and encourage

---threm-UTATTEigher goals.

Keeping program atms in mind increases the ability to identify short-

comings in achieving those goals. The next exercise is designed to give you

practice in investigating shortcomings in an instructional program.
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Exercise 5

Grand City is a Northern urban center of 500;000. It has 11 public

junior high schools of grades 7-9. The student population is 60 per cent black.

The school systed has been racially integrated, with junior high school'student

bodies ranging from 40 to 70 per cent black. Also, there are many distinct

nationality groups in Grand City --,Italian, Irish, German, Polish, Puerto

Rican, Chinese, etc. Students are grouped heterogeneously rather than

according to ability so that all classes have a fair proportion of students

from all background groups.

In response to dissatisfaction with the junior high social,studies

program that was expressed hy teachers and members of a Parent Advisory

Committee, the Associate Superintendent for Instruction of the Grand City

School District asked the Social Studies Curriculum Coordinator, Anna Kowalsky,

to launch a systematic examination of the current program, looking toward a

major overhaul. -

Kowalsky's first step was to conduct a series of workshops involving

junior high principals and teachers and parent representatives with the purpose

of arriving at a revised set of aims for social studies instruction. The

workshop participants decided that four types of aims should receive

particular emphasis in the junior high program:

1. Knowledge of community organization and functioning;

2. Competencies in investigating live social phenomena in the school

and the community by us/ng the methods of interview, questionnaire,

and....ohsatvationL:

3. Positive attitudes and interpersonal relations with others differing

from oneself in race or nationality group; and

4. Positive attitudes toward the social studies instructional program.
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Of these four types of aims, the workihop participants chose to empahsize

the last two and developed the following specific objectives for them. For

interpersonal relations, they selected:

- a. Students do not reject others on the basis of racial or ethnic
differences.

b. Members of racial,and ethnic groups mdx freely in group activities .1
Inside and outside of the classroom. '

c. Students.do not judge others' worth on the basis of ranial or
ethnic ties.

d. Students avoid the use of racial and ethnie slurs.'

0e0red objectives in attitudes toward the social studies instructional

program included:
i . .

i.-*Students like social studies and look forward to classes.
b. Students judge sotjal studies to be relevant to their lives.

c. Students engage in:social studiesProjects with interest and:
enthusiasm.

d. Students choose to engage ih extracurricular social studies
activities, such as coMmunity serviee projects and additional
related readings.

Assume that you hold Ms. Kowalsky's job as Social Studies Coordinator.

In this exercise, your task is to outline how you would go about assessing

shortcomings of the current social studies program in accomplishing aims

in these two areas.

.Turn now to the Exercise 5 Worksheet and when you have completed it,

check your responses with the Answer Key,
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EXERCISE 6 - WORKSHEET

Assessing Shortcomings in Accomplishment of Aims

Directions: Your task is to obtain an overall assessment of the degree to
which-We aims in two areas are being achieved in the current junior,h,igh
social studies program. First, sketch your plan for obtaining data from
the schools. How much time will you spend in each school? How much time
will you allot to interpreting data and preparing a report? Assume that you
have one month to complete the assessment. Second, for each of the two areas
of concern presented below, the specific aims are listed for your reference.
Indicate what evidence you will want to obtain and howyou will get it for
these two sets of aims. This part of the exercise is on the following page.

1. Overall plan for obtaining data in the district.
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EXERCISE 6 WORKSHEET (cont'd.)

"Z. Positive ittiflides andinternersonal relations with others differing from
oneself in race or nationality_group.

a. Students do not reject others on the basis'of racial or ethnic
differences.

b. Members of racial-and ethnic groups mix freely.in group activities
insidg and outside of the classroom.

c. tudents do not judge others' worth on the basis of racial or
'ethnic ties.

d. Students avoid the use of racial and ethnic slurs.

TYPES OF EVIDENCE:

METHODS OF OBTAINING DATA:

3. Positive attitudes toward the social studies instructional program.

a. Students like social studies and look forward to classes.
b. Students Judge social studies to be relevant to their lives.
c. Students engage in social studies projects with interst and

enthusiasm.
d. Students choose to engage in extracurricular social studies

activities, such as community service projects and additional
related readings.

TYPES OF EVIDENCE:

METHODS OF OBTAINING DATA: .

t

6 2
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EXERCISE 5 - ANSWER KEY

, Assessing Shortcomings in Accomplishment of Aims

'Low are guidelines for checking your answers to this exercise.
Remember that there are no "right" answers, but yours should have taken into
consideration the limitations that were placed upon you in the Worksheet
Directions.

1. Plan for obtaining data in the district.

Considering that there are 8pproximately 20 Working days in a month,
you or a member of your staff could spend one whole day in each school
for interviewing, observing, distributing and gathering questionnaires, or
reviewing records. The rest of the time would be used as leeway for
missed appointments or'improper settings for observation, for data
interpretation, and for preparation of the final report. Another
possibility, of course, would be to sample the eleven schools, thereby
spending more time in those schools chosen to represent all of the junior
high schools.

2. Positive attitudes and interpersonal relations with others differing from
oneself in race or nationaltty_group.

Here you would want to obtatn evidence on students' attitudes and
interpersonal relations both in the classroom and outside of it -- voluntary
associations in the cafeteria, in the halls and stairwells, traveling to
'and from school, and so forth. Do students choose to work (and play) with
others from outside of their own ethnic/racial groups? Are there frequent
episodes of name-calling, reports of fights, harassment of particular
individuals or groups of students? Do students attempt to solve their
differences in an open, honest, constructive way? Such information can
be obtained through observation in the classroom, in the school building,
and outside on the school geounds, and by interviewing a sample of teachers
and students regarding interpersonal relations. Administering a sociogram
to students in one or two classes per school would yield valuable data.

3. Positive attitudes toward the social studies instructional ro ram

You might want to see if students appear alert and interested in
class and while conducting special projects. Do they feel that aspects of
social studies relate to them personally? Do they offer their own ideas
and suggestions to the teacher, to other students,-tc parents or community
members? Do they participate actively in class discussions and exhibit
interest in their assignments? Would they like to spend more time on
social studies? Of particular value in obtaining this data is interviewing
a sample of students and teachers. A questionnaire, carefully built so as
not to give away the desired answers, would be useful. Finally, a limited
amount of observation would provide impressions of a general nature
regarding student attitudes.
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If you 4udge that ycm comPleted Exercise 5 unsatisfactorily, it might

be helpful for you to review Objective 4 a little more carefully. Observation-

and interview, with some use of questionnaires, were indicated for gathering'

data on the two attitude areas since ndtionally-normed tests are not geared

to examine such aims, and records woUld-ieveal only a small OA of the

picture.

Your role is not one that calls for expertise in evaluation methods;

but rather that of providing leadership in identifying cisired aims and

Shortcomings in accomplishlng them. Once the extent e a shortcoming is

realized, the task of detenmining why the deficiency exists and how to correct

it becomes feasible. Objective 5 examines the first part of that task,

determining likely causes of shortcomings.
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Once shortcomings in achieving the desired aims have been identified,

themext task is to determine probable causes of those deficiencies. What

is being done incorrectly or what important tasks are being neglected? Faults

can occur in any aspect of a school system's program or organization.

Determining causes for shortcomings is an important task because it

provides key bases for deciding what types of changes need to be introduced

to overcome the deficiencies noted in Objective 4. Student boredom and inertia

may be caused by irrelevant curricula, thus suggeting the need for 'new ones.

Fiery blowups between students and staff or among students may be due to

poor,communication and lack of empathy between groups, indicating that ap \

improved approach to interpersonal/intergrodp relations is required. Teachers

uninitiated to individualized instructional methods may cause a recently

adopted individualized program to falter; such a situation would call for an

in-service training program to co'rrect the deftdency.

When likely causes for shOrtcomings have been.identified, they provide

an orientation in the direction of which needed improvements will remedy the

situation. Plannihg such an improvement program follows.

To illustrate what is meant by likely causes for'shortcomings, consider

the following ones in a reading program. They are divided into three types.

1. Learning materials

a. Badly sequenced materials with no clear indication of objectives
to be mastered.

b. Materials not representing a broad enough range of ability
to be challenging to all students in the reading program.

c. katerials not relevant to students backgrounds or concerns, thus
causing feelings of alienation, rejection, or indifference.

d. Materials that are inherently dull, unable to elicit any interest
from students.

0
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2. Teaching methods

a. Improper attentiOn given to basic reading skills -- phonetics,
decoding, vocabulary building.

b. Use of method with one child reading aloud at a tioe that is
diagnostic only tor that-student-(at best) and (at worst)'is
boring to other pupils.

c. No opportunity given for students to learn words that are
important to them and which they use daily.

d. Teacher spreads time over seyeral groups and students are left
to struggle alone-with reading.

e. Peer tutoring within groups is"not encouraged Dr permitted.

3. Student grouing

.a. Ability grouping is used rather than teaching students as
indiv4duals.

b. Minority children grouped together into the lowest ability
group.

c. Tendency to keep students in same grodp level, year after year.
d.. Reasons that children are grouped together may not be,due,to

reading disabilities eut to shyness, boredom, etc..

Here is a second example of probable causes of shortcomings in another

area, that of interpersonal/intergfoup relations. These shortcomings are

divided into'foUr different groups.

l. Social climate of school

a. Staff views students as separate groups of students according
to racial or ethnic identity, rather than as individual students.

b. Staff tendency to favor one group over others.
c. Students form exclusive groupSaccording to racial or ethnic

identity.
d. Students and teachers fear physical assault.
e. There are no minority group staff members.

2. Composition ot student body.

a. Distribution of conflicting cultural, echnic, and racial groups.
b. Some students are bussed to the school, which causes turf

problems and hostilities.
c. Lack of rapport between students coming from comfortable,

middle-class homes and other pupils coming from broken$ welfare
homes.
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3. Sthool-cohmunity relations

a. Racial and class tensions in ihe larger community..
b. No attempts made to open lines of communicatiog and cooperation

between school dnd community.
c. No"efforts made to involve or inform parents of school activities.
d. Parent or community groups may charge staff with discrimination

against, or preference for, one group.

4. Content and conduct of instructional,prgaramI
a. Materials are not suited or relevant to students' life styles.

a b. Maprials may favor one ethnic group of students. ..

c. Failure to deal with prejudices, fears, and hostilities in
the classroom. 4

d. Teacher expectations for students according to their racial or
ethnic group, creating jealousy and hostility.

Some of these probable causes can be'corrected directly, while others

cannot be and must be compensated for at a program-level.* Forexample,

interpersonaf conflIcts that occur as a result of bussing new students cannot'

be resolved by.the eliminatton of bussing. Rather, ways must be found to

achieve harmony fn the school,by dealing with student concerns, fears, and

hostilities in a positive,, direct approaCh. In some cases, it is sufficient

to "Unravel the onion" to get to-the core of the problem and by-knowing the

cause(s) and the effects, thereby improve the situation to some extent. In .

other instances, it is netessary to introduce new factors (an Improvement

.*

program) to remedy the faults that exist.

The reasbns for analyzing the causes of shortcomings'are two:

1. Knowing the causes can direct attent.kon to various types of

resources,for remedying shortcomings,

2. Remedying those causes provides the focus for a local educational

improvement Orlgram.

If, for example, your newly installed individualized reading program is

floundging and, if.you also recognize that your teaching staff in'reading

are not confident with or enthusiastic about the new program, you have a
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direction iniwhich to look for a solution: You would examine in-service

trainihg progrmmito find one that wOuld provide your teaChers with a solid

backgroupd in individualizing,instrucI'ion methods and an understandlng of the

philosophy and value of.such an educational approach. On the other hand, if

you had not carried your Investigation of the reading probltm deep enough aria

had been satisfied to know only that the individualized reading program was

failing and eyeryone Was unhappy with 4t, you may have decided to discard the

new program. This action would have meant a loss tn terms of the'funds spent

on purchasing and outfitting the new program and of its eventual benefits'to

students participatirig in it.

Likewise, with the cause of a shortcoming tparent, the focus of an

improvement program is clear. or example, when you have determined that the

teaching staff is unhappy beca se its members have no input or recourse to

school policy decisfons, you a piincipal can focus on remedying the situation

by Considering the institutio of grievance machinery.or a teacher-administration

council to deal with teacher comillaInts and to discuss.teacher suggestions

How tali likely causes for saortcomings be identified? Often, they are not

readily apparent and require,delving into the situation for data surrounding

the problem. First, ybu would needld investigate the local situation. Find

out what the problem is, What its effects are, who is involved, when and how ,

the shortcoming developed. With this base, you then Would talk with teachers,

students, parents, or Others having some perspective or point of view regarding

the.problem in order to get their ideas and comments on likely causes. You also

might want tR brainstorm ydur own ideas in terms of the information that had

been gathered so far. It would be Importaut to check bits of data from one

source with that from others so that you could be sure that you_ had valid,

information.

.
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Having acquired a body of information regarding.probable causes of

shortcomings, you woUld need to select those that'yca juuge most important.

The effort should be made to single out the most central underlying cause3

of shortcomings. There may be one clear cause of the shortcomings that has

been identified, or there may be several interrelated causes, as is usually

the case when students are not achieving up to expectations in a curriculum

area, for example.

,The causes chosen as initial points of attack should be those that the

school staff is most ready,to deal with. Also, it often is Important that

the causes selected for attention involve changes that will pay off quickly

wtth observable benefits. You will need to diagnose the situation in the

school or school system carefully in order to zero in on those causal factors

that are apt to be tmportant contributors to a.shortcoming. The next

exercise will give you practice in identifying causes for shortcomings

in a school system's instructional program.

Exercise 6

Your task in this exercise is to list likely causes for the shortcomings

-noted, basedeon reading the following material and on brainstorming any

-additional reasons that could account for the deficiencies.

While Ms. Kowalsky is seeking to improve the junior high social studies

program in the Grand City School District (as described in Objective 4),

Mr. D'Angelo is grappling with problems in elementary soCial studies. Having

recently assumed hislposition as Assistant to the Social Studies Cuericulum

Coordinatqr, Mr. U'Angelo was assigned the task of reviewing the elementany

pregramNith an eye to assessing its shortcomings so that improvements might

be mdde for the coming school year.
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D'Angelo visited a number of the elementary schools and discussed the

social studies pnogram-with an assortment of social studies teachers.- Thee

curriculum in use in the classes had been developed in 1956 and, according

/ I.
to many of the teachers was growing more irrelevant with each passing year.

Although the curriculum may have been suitable for life in the 450's, it did

not seem to deal with the problems and complexities of the urba
i(

enVironment

of the 1970's. Teachers reported that students were bored wit their social
,

studies and seemed to be unaware of its connection with their/ everyday lives.

1
i

Mr. D'Angelo reviewed-the curriculum outlines for the Ilementary social
1

studies program and then observed qveral classes. He noted that an "expanding

environment" approach was used froM grades 1 through 6; that is, first graders

_ .

learned about Home and Neighborhood, second graders about the City, then the

State, the Country, the World, and finally in sixth grade about the Universe.

The trouble with this approach, he reasoned, was that mass media brought

information from around the world into the home, but such topics were discussed

1
i

only in designated grades. For example, he found that many first and second
1

graders were enthusiastic about discussing space shots, but teachers following

i

the curriculum were unable to talie advantage of that interesc, since it was an

area designated for sixth graders\ Thus, they would lead class discussions
;

and projects only in the topics established for their particular grades.

Iowa standardized test scores klvealed poor results by elementary students

'in the school district. From what &Angelo was able to determine in talks with

teachers, the Iowa tests d:d not utilize the expanding environment approach to

i social studies. There were plenty of 4ps and graPhs in them, thus explaining

the heavy emphasis on the use of such tools in the elementary classes.
,

Junior high school teachers of sociil studies' complained about the lack

of preparation ol the seventh graders. They did not know geography and had
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no sense of history as a basis for their continued studies in junior high

3ctiaol. Their concepts of time and chronology were poor, and they had little

unde tanding of how people and nations had affected each other to cause

certain'-historical events to take place.

Mr. D'Angelo decided, then:that the social studies program in the

elementary schools had the following shortcomings:

7. The curriculum was boring and irrelevant to students now.

2. Students were scoring badly on the Iowa standardized tests.

3. Junior high school social studies teachers were dissatisfied with
the level of preparation of new seventh graders.

Turn now to the worksheet for exercise 6 and when you have completed it,

check your ideas with the ones on the Answer Key.
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EXERCISE 6 - WORKSHEET

Determining Likely Causes for Shortcomings

Directions: From your reading of *he preceding discussion, list likely causes
for the shortcomings in the old social studies curriculum. Then add your own

.suggestions of possible causes for theshortcomings.

LIKELY CAUSES (from reading):

LIKELY CAUSES (from brainstorming):

7 2
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Determining Likely Causes for Shortcomings

Likely Causes (from reading):

.Arrested curriculum development ir social studies seems to be the major
cause of the shortcomings of the ciementary program, possibor due to neglect
of the social studies during the 1950's in favor of science and math emphases
or an antiquated view of social studies as a progrmn teaching only çeography
and patriotism.

The fact that students found the curriculum boring and irrelevant to
their interests points an accusing linger at the Expanding Environment approach
so common in many elementary social studies programs. This approach presumes
that children are unaware of broad or distant concerns or events; but with the
widespread impact of mass media upon the American population, such an
assumption is clearly outdated. Our complex urban environment thrws various
people together and forces them to relate to one another because they are
affected by one another. Television brings us news from around the world and
beyond. A curriculum that ignores these realities will lose its relevance
and appeal.

Low scores on the Iowa tests indicated that the tests and the curriculum
were unrelated, except for the emphasis on using maps and graphs. Elementary
social studies teachers were dealing with place geography, numbers of tons of
cotton exported per year by a country, and representation of such data on
graphs, but they were not helping students to understand causes and effects of
embargoes, import taxes, fishing boundaries, etc., their timing, and chronology
in history.., (

Likely Causes (from brainstorming):

Some possiblities are these; you may have more suggestions.

TeachT skills may not have been adequate for utilizing the curriculum
to its best advantage nor for inspiring or involving students in social studies
activities.

Lack of project activties to enhance a broader view of social studies.

Lack of application of social studies to community or social problems.
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As the causes of shortcomings become clear, ap'propriate ways to correct

the deficiencies are eVident. Sometimes the solution is easily within reach

and simple to effect; often, though, it can call for a lengthy, detailed

search of resources on the local and national levels. Objective 6 deals with

identifying Alternative resources for correcting deficiencies.

7 4
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Objective 6. Identify alternative resources for remedying shortcomings
in an area of concern.

Having analyzed the needs for change in the local educational situation

and arrived at a selected list of changes that should be made within the arga

of concern, you are ready to undertake the next tas'. Objective 6 begins with

this list of desired changes and covers the process of surveying national

resources available for making the changes. A resource is any product,

procedure, or program that could be adopted as the means for making a designated

change in the local situation. A resources search is the process of locating,

analyzing, and appraising alternative resources with respect to making a

desired change. The term source refers to information channels, whether they

be experts in the particular field, libraries, trade publications, computer

data banks, etc.

There ts a wide array of resources that is always Increasing, for example,

as new curricula are developed at both the elementary and the secondary levels,

as different approaches to organization for instruction are created, as teacher

education and in-service training methods are newly improved, and as various

11 .

student groupings come into use. The field of educational products, vich' as

texts, tapes, programmed materials, games and simulations, films, filmstrips,

Oides, film loops, transparencies, maps, and globes is fast proliferating and

showc no sign of faltering. With this abundance of resources available, you

should determine the best access route to them in order to limit the time and

energy spent in acquiring the needed information.

A number of sources of information exist to provide you with access to

what you need. They can be divided into the following general categories and

are discussed here in limited detail.

1. State education departments. Most people in education are aware of
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the department in each.state that monitors educational offerings. Through

thetr central offtces or intermedtate ynits, the state educatton departments ,

provide specTalists who can offer expert consultation servtces to school

districts. Whatever the area of concern, both generalists and specialists

at the sU.te level can be called upon to provide direct information or referrals

to where needed data can be obtained.

2. fntermediate or county units. School districts will deal most often

with intermediate units rather than directly with state education departments.

These units are responsible.for designated school districts and provide direct

help or access to it from generalists or specialists in particular areas.

Intermediate units generally are more familiar with the local situation than

would be the more distant state education department.

3. Educational information centers. These centers exist in,about twenty

states and are a major source of infonmation drawn from national, state,

regional, and local resources in support of educational decision-makers'

problems and areas of concern. Basic services usually include:

a. Computer and manual infonaatien retrieval from such
national sources as the ERIC collection;

b. Preparation and dissemination of research information
reports (reviews of literature);

c. Reference services;

d. Training and dissemination activities and information services.

Information centers generally negotiate with intermediate units repres,mting

a school district's area of concern and its request for relevant data.

Trained searchers receive a search request, clarify the client's requirements,

and then undertake a search of all available resources to locate and retrieve

material bearing directly on the question. The result is a package of knowledge

in the form of article or book printouts, bibliographies, abstracts and other
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Materials. Research and Information Servtces for Education (R.I.S.E.) in

Pennsylvanta ts a good example of an educattonal tnformation center'that

tatlors each of tts Itttrature searches to the cltent's needs. Copies of

thetr searches may be made available to other interested clients who request

them. R.I.S.E. is currently engaged in,the establishment of a state-wide

educational information network.

To find educational information centers like R.I.S.E. in your state or

region, you can consult two sources:

a. Survey of ERIC Data Base Search Services which describes
other search services that are available throughout the country.
It can be obtained from:

Jonathan Embry
ERIC Central - Suite 303
4833 Rugby Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

b. Directory of Educational Information Centers, a partial listing
of information centers arranged by state with a subject index.
It can be purchased from the Government Printing Office in
Washington, D.C. for a minimal fee.

4. Educational Resources Information Center IERIC). This national

'information system is a source for obtaining documents on-education and a

network ef decentralized information centers. It collects, screens, organizes,

and disseminates reports; furnishes copies of educational documents at nominal

cost; prepares interpretative summaries, research reviews, and bibliographies

on critical topics in education; and services its decentralized centers

throughout the country.

There are two ways of accessing ERIC materials - manual and automated

searches. A manual search calls for the use of such ERIC reference tools as:

a. Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors, Which provides a structured
vocabulary of educational terms to assist users in searching
the system;

b. Research in Education (RIE), a monthly abstract journal listing

recently completed research reports, descripttons of outstanding
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.

programs, and other documents of educational significance that
are. indexed brsubjects author or investigator, and institution.

c. Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE), a monthly guide
to periodical literature in educational and education-related
publications, indexed by subject and author.

Once you have determined from the abstracts in RIE those articles of interest,

you then can consult an ERIC microfiche collection in orde'r to read those which

you have selected._ _ERIC collections are maintained by many university and

college libraries, schools and supplementary educational centers, state

education offices, ERIC clearinghouses, regional ed:ational laboratories, and

other education-related institutions. Consulting the Directory of Educational

Information Centers will help you to locate one. Copies of documents,ean be

obtained from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service in either microfiche or

hard copy (paper) form..

Having a computerized search done for you may not be'feasible since

clearinghouses have limited resources for providing detailed replies to

inquiries and several weeks may be required to process your request.

5. Council for EducatiOnal Development and Research, Inc. (CE04).

Tkis organization of research and development centers and regional educational

laboratories across the muntry publishes a catalog which includes descriptions

of programs at each of the centers and labs, available products, anticipated

products, and available information sources. CEDaR's address is Suite 206,

1518 K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

6. People. Experts in their fields offer the most uvto-date, valuable

information because they are direct sources and often can proiride data that

has not yet appeared in print. Such e.verts are likely to be people who:

a. Attempt to survey resources in a field and thus are knowledgeable
about various approaches and can compare them; or
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b. Are or We been engaged tn the development of a product
and thereforeruld have. Intifiate knowledge of that product as
well as comparattve. knowledge of stmtlAr ones; or

c. Have had stmilar problems to yours tn their OW dtstrict an8
could provide information relating to wqch,solutions were
yted, which have worked, an.d which have failed.

In seeking information, especially from a proponent of a particular product,

ytu should be careful to get several sources of information and not rely on

just one expert, Once a person's choice of resources reflects that individual's

own'philosophy, selectivity, and biases.

Formal informNion systems (books, journals, newspapers) are a good

starting point for obtaining*the names.of people,who are likely sources of

-information: You also can identify the experts-by attending meetings and

conferences of national associations, contacting national offices of organizations

*in various subject areas, listening to speakers and seeking them out for

discussion, and askingfto be placed on their mailing lists. People are willing .

to-give information, but you have to take the initiative and express your data

needs.

7. National clearinghouses. The function of a clearinghouse is to clear

away materials and information that are deemed irrelevant to its particular

specialization. At this time, for example, there are sixteen ERIC clearinghouses,

each of which has a field_of specialization and access to experts in that area.

Besides acquiring. leviewinwand abstracting the documents listed in RIE,

these clearinghouses prepare bibliographies and interpreta.ions of reseirch

which are lifted also in RIC. See the attached list of ERIC clearinghouses

for areas of specialization and locations.

Alternative programs and approaches to education are a fast-growing area

calling' for specialized infOrmation. Two organizations which provide such

servic(s as reports and documents, bibliographies, consulting and referral

functions, and planning aids are:
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ERIC Clearinghouses Each of the 1 6 eleminghouses, as well as acquiring, reviewing.
abstracting. and indexing ihe doemnents announced in Research in Education, also prepares bibliographiv and
iniequetive sumniaries or ww.oth which appear in Research in Education and air thswininatrd through the IRIC
Dtletilltelll Itcproduclion Swift. Because cleariughouses have limited resources for provkling detailed replies to

i.
in9iiiries fin informition on specifk topks, eilin..itors arc urged to subscribe to Research in Education and thtam the .
iiiber ERIC publications to search for desired information.\
11C Clearinghouses...1nd their addresses are listed below:

\

\t

1

1.

\
1T1ON:

204 Gabel 11311
Ntolliern Ihnoo Cm+ osny
OeKalb. II \not, 0011t

t
COVNISELINiC %ND PERSONNEL SIRVICES
Ustivosit+ tA %Ii. lor..to .

School 44 ).414..tt ion !kidding. Room 2108
Faq Can o 4 A. ionth t :iii. el +II) StS.
Aim Arbor. MIff...ktri 41104

1

MS owAsivirn
1cm.hert Colki
(olombia 1'noo oi)
II:1%40
Neu York. New York10027

EARLY C1111 111 14011 FM:CATION:
ooef.it of Motto

2.:1I %1 . Kim++ b Jo; A+ e
I tKot t.111inoi, 0 iiAt

1.0I CATION. 11. NI 1ts ACIA1 ENT
von omit of (h. roil
norm.. Oiegon 9-411t

ERIC CLEARINGHOUSES ON .

II NdrI(A11P111) V+1) i:IETCOCIIII.ORIN
'I be Coon. d Lo I ++ r kkth.il( Wiest
MO A se:lattion Dote
lie+ton. Virginu 2:4n1

IIIGIIER COI C 11 ION.
( tetore Wa+lontion 1 ni+ci+d+
Om Ditosol (*trek% N %V.. Sone 6 t0
W.t+Itimmits. 0 C 200 4.

iNFomiVIIM RI 01, RCVS
Smidete t cow lot Re... 41. h mod

Po ehsitmeto to I+ it Noir
Staidoitl. 1 Algorism 4110%
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JUNIOR (OLLEGES
Univer+ify of Calpforni.i at IA+ Antele,
Powell libiai ). Room 96
40 Ilitpad Ace.
Lot Angelo. California 911024

LANGVA(;ES AM) LINCI:14T1CS
Center for Applittl Linguistics
1611 North Rctit Sorel
Mlington. Virginia 22209

READISG ASI) COSIMUNIC STIOS SKIMS
Natinna1 Conned of TI :KIWIS iit f oghsli
iiii Kenyon Ro.oI
Urbana. IllimoN MIMI

RURAL EOM MON AM) a11A1 I. SCHOOLS
bleu Me wo Stale I 'on+ci+o+
Rox I AI'
Las Croce+. Neu Motet) IWO%

I
SCONCE. NI STIRAIATICS. AM/ ESVIROV+1EVI* 11.
Ent 'CATION
Ohio State Um+ ermi y
400 Liocolo Ito+ er
Colombo+. Ohio 41210

SOClAt. S 11 DIENSOCI 11. SC111\ CE WIT STION
Socitil Sct t e I ducat iwi Cen+oi bolts. 1ne
I5 Ilmidua)
Boulder . Coho ado far.102

TEACHER LIR l % rION
AA/m.0 A..4);kooto td College. foi

eacho I. ihwa:ion
-One Dupont Co. k. N W . Sone (10

Wo.lianattis. I) C 20016

nsrs. \w v.., la urvr. v4.lo I % %IA ATRIN.
IAut.:414,04 t c%inn. ti. It Ke
l'imccoin. Nem JO A WA!

+
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a. National Alter..ative Schools ProgramSNASP1, at the University of
-flassachuse-ts, Amherst, Massachusetts, and

b. National ConsortiuM on Educational Alternatives, at Indiana
UniversitY, Bloomington,.Indiana. .

8. Product gutdes. Several organizations function to give detailed and /

up-td-date information about educational products. They are: ): -

a. Educational Products'Information Exchan d EPIE), which hai 601,
or exdmp e, tests and revlews of d1 fferent kTiids of overhead

projectors in terms of their cost and efficiency. *Another example
of EPIE material is an.evaluation of the PLAN, IGE,Jand IPI
ihstructional systems, which describes and analyzein depth each
of these individualized programs. In'addition EPIE distributes*
materials.such as the Elementary Seience Information Unit, a kit
devetOped by the Far West Regional Lab.in Berkeley..io provide
cdmparative information-through a set of pamphlets, filmstrips,
and tapes about six alternative elementary science corricula.

b. Educators Progress Service publishes a series of educators'
guides to such items as curriculum materials and free filmso
filmstrips, guidance materials, tapes, scripts; and transcriptions,
and social studies materials. The guides are selected, annotated
listings of materials arranged by title under subjgct with
sections marked-teacher reference, title index, subject index,
source index, and sometimes sample units of free materials.

C. ALERT Information System of the r.11. West Lab has published a
"Sourcebook of Elementary Curricula Programs and Projects,"
which describes curricula, model's, resources, and training in
fifteen areas, such as:

-

Aesthetic's and Arts
Affective Education/Personal Development
Career Education \

English/Language Arts\
Ethnic Education and Intergroup Relations
Foreign Language and Bilingual/Bicultural Education
Mathematics

The Sourcebook is an extremely valuab)e reference offerin0 the

detailed information needed for elementary school decision-malting.

d. American Institutes for Research (AIR) have a series of 21-product
development reports, each dealing with the developmental hi§tory .

of a recent educational product and containing product dpscriptions
(characteristics, rationale, materials, usage), development, and
evaluation. Some of the product series are:

The'Cluster Concept Program -

FaCilitating Inquiry in the Classroom
Intermediate Science Curriculum Study
The Tab.) Social Studies Curriculum

81
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9. Stte_vTtits. One. of the best ways to obtaIn Information abOut

resources that youtve already tdentified Ts to ;IsIt sttes where the program

or materTals are betng used. This awoach provides valua'ble data that is not '

available to you from reading deicriptions of the Programs of interest. *Such

sites can be identified'by asking knowledgeable people, perhaps at the inter-

Inddiate unit or the state education department, who can tell you where suitable

programs are in operation so that ypu can. see them and t-lk,dfrectly with

school personnel using theni.

10. Libraries. Access to pertinent.data can bp found by research at a

library. You would want to concjntiNite on the following tools:

a. Current Index-to Journesin Education. (an ERIC tool).

b. Education Index, which includes nearly fifty years of major
educational journals, yearbooks, bulletins, monographs, and
some government materials and is issued ten times yearly.

c. State Education Journal Index, an annotated index to materials
from the educational jdurnals of the states and Washington, D.C.

d. The New York limes Index4 to which some universities have access
via a terminal. A televisiqn-linked screw' flashes documents in
microfiche drawn from twenty years of Times data. The articles
can be read and copies ordefed.

e. Reference books, periodicals, newspape.'s.

There is a great variety of sources,of i-'ormation; and although you are

not likely to use all of the4 to find solutions to any given,problem, you wila

use several to locate what you need to ;:now. ..he causes of shortcomings in

the particular area of concern will determine.the sources that you cJoose to

investigate. For example, if you were trying to locate resources to solve the

reading problem in an inner-city school district, you might find that there

were several causes for the deficiencies. The curriculum might be boring and

irrelevant to students; ability-grouping might be judged ineffective and

destructive; and teachers might not be familiar with other methods of teaching

82.
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readtng. Gtien these causes; you then would focus your search in thosi three

areas:

1. You would seek more relevant currteula to inner-city student needs;

2. YOu would want to eiamine other grouping methods or individualized
approaches in practice; and

3. You wbuld investigate various in-service teacher education programs
that dealt with undkstanding inner-city children's needs and teaching
reading in innovatiive ways.

Once you have decided what kind of searches to conduct, the next step is

planning those searches. Such planning needs to take account of information

Sources and effective strategies for making use of available sources. Usually,

there will be very limited time and moniy.for conducting resources surveys.

- In the example of seeking alternative'reading programs, the first step might

be to locate and consult one or more experts who could give immediate references

to a number of such programs. Perhaps the expert(s) could refer to some summarY

reviews of such programs in the literature, e.g., the ALERT Sourcebook, AIR

product descriptions, journal articles. Conducting an ERIC search might be

decided upon at this 'time, assuming funds were available for this purpose.

Other types of sources to be employed might be review of journal articles and

promotional materials from publishing companies, resource centers and labs

possessing materials for examination, and schools to be visited to see programs

in use.

At the end of your search, you would want to have several choices of

curricula, programs, or approaches relative to each of the three causal areas

as a basii for judging their relative effectiveness in meeting the local needs

in luestion. These likely alternatives then would need to be considered in

light of local factors that would favor or oppose their adoption by the district.

Also, these choices woulo align themselves in a priority list according to how

gpod a match they provided between th&selves and the needed improvements in
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the local sttrtion. tf the searckyielded onlx\pne or two choices, you might
i \

need to del

/Y

k deeper tnto the ltterature and td cOntact more experts knowledge-

h i \

,

able in t e area of concern. 1

i .

Wtth this information approach in hand, examine\a simulated situation
1 ,

invoiving the need for a solution to a local problem. Your task is to

;

1

\

critique the action that was taken. I

Exercise 7

In the Lancer School District, parents haie been expressing criticism

and dissatisfaction with the elementarpmath program, claiming that their

children-were not achieving in or enjoying thefpresent offering. Achievement

scores wer? well below the national average and students reportedly were bored

/

with their assignments. Since such criticism was rather widespread in the

district, as evidenced at the PTA meetings: in the parent advisory council,

and in individual parents visits to the school, Mr. Sharpe, principal of the

Pierce Elementary School, became concerned. He'd heard of the Mathematics in

Color program and knew that it was being tested at an adjoining school district.

iHe
visited the school to see the program in action, was impressed with it, and

returned to Pierce School with enthusiastic reports of it. His teachers ,

became interested in the new program, so Mr. Sharpe recommended to the

Superintendent of the Lancer District that Pierce adopt the Mathematics in

, Color program.

Turn now to the Worksheet for Exercise 7 and when you have completed it,

refer
4
to the Answer Key.
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EXERCtSE 7 - WORKSHEET

tdenttfytng Alternative Resources to Remedy.Shortcomings

Directions: After readtng the description of the Pierce Elementary School
needs for improvement in math, and in view of your understanding of the
approaches presented ill this objecttve, your task is to fxitique Mr. Sharpe's
approach to solving the local problem and to add your ideqs on how yDu might
have improved hts method of choofing an appropriate program.

CRITIQUE:

SUGGE'STIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT :



EXERCrSE 7 - ANSWER KEY

Identtaitig Alternative Resource to 'Remedy Shortcomings

Your response to thts exerctse should tnclude most of the following ideas,
which were presented In this objective.

Unit 8 - 82

CRITIQUE:

Mr. Sharpe did not carry out a careful investigation of the shortcomings
in the math program or of the causes for these deficiencies. Had he done so,
he may have discovered, fer example, that the curriculum was adequaLe and what
was really needed was an individualized approach to math instruction or an
in-service program to train teachers in new methods of instruction.

It would appear that Mr. Sharpe, in response to parent criticism to the
program, was too quick to jump to the only "solution" with which he was
familiar -- a math program in operation at another school. Although visiting
a school to see a program in action normally would be a reasonable way of
learning about and assessing alternatives, the fact that it was the ONLY choice
investigated by Mr. Sharpe is a fault. If he had examined other possibilities,
he may have found other programs that were a better match for his students'
needs. Surely one visit to a school ?nd a talk with local personnel are not
sufficient grounds to base a decision to adopt a program in one's own school.

Furchermore, 'lc communication was mide with parents regarding his choice
of a solutipn. This failure could be iwportant, since it was in response to
parent3' criticism that he originally set'out to remedy the situation. He
should have discussed his ideas for solutions and his recommendetions with the
PTA or the parents advisory council before meeting with the Superintendent.

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT:

The first step that Mr. Sharpe shculd have taken was to engane in a careful
analytical study of the exact shortcomings in the ma6h program and what the
likely causes of the deficiencies were. This action would have provided him
with a clear idea of the school's needs, so that !le Lhen could consider how best
to meet them.

Second, Mr. Sharpe should have discussed his schcol's needs with various
experts with whom he was acquainted sc that he could detain information or leads
on potentially satisfying programs. He might have consulted with personnel at
the intermediate unit or the state education departmeh:, the university, or
other district personnel, conducted a lite:ature search. or asked a representa-
tive of a regional lab or research and development center for ideas.

He thus would have obtained a list of likely programs that might have
seeved as solutions to Pierce's problems end be considered in terms of local
factors favoring or opposing dieir adoption. The important point here is that
Mr. Sharpe and others involved in the decision-making would have had a choice
among several wgrams witt a good match betwem program features and local
educatival needs. Site visits at this point would prove to be beneficial and
could lead to a clear sense of the value of each program.
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Objecttve 7. Assess local factors favortng or oppostng adoptton of each
resource tdenttfted as a likely solution to shortcomtngs.

Up unttl now, you have specified aims, assessed shortcomings and their

causes, and identtfted alternative resources likely to r-raedy the shortcomings.

Objective 7 involves the task of analyztng and assessing factors in the local

situation that favor or oppose adopting each of the resources selected forP

consideration. When this task has been completed, the selection of the
s

product(s) for implementation follows. Thus, this objective discusses the

final step in obtaining all of the data needed to make the decision regarding

which products (resources) to select.

The aim is to choose one or more products which will eliminate the causes

of the shortcomings in the 14-cal educational situation. Eradicating the causes

will erase the shortcomings as well. For example, if students' reading scores

are well below grade level (shortcoming) and you discover that the curriculum

does not takeinto account individual differences so that students are paced

above or below their abilities (cause), the adoption of an individualized

reading program (one resource) with concomitant teacher training for

individualization, (another resource) will de-fuse the cause of the problem

and promote better performance on reading tests.

An essential basis for choosing among the alternative resources i: an

examination of local factors that can help or hinder their adoption. A1thou9h

several products may provide a good match with local educational needs, their

adoption may be strongly opposed by a person or group that could cause havoc

in the school d4strict. Basically, the concern here is to judge the

feasibility of the alternative resources in the local situatioa before making

the selection and implementing it. People in the district may disagree about

the value of a particular product and if their views are not considered, they
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could have a detrimental effect upon the product's Implementation as well as

upon good rblations in the community. Likewise, cost factors may so outweigh

the benefits of the product-s to make its selection a financial albatross for

the district. ExCeptional leadership skills in working with local personnel

are needed for assessing constraints and supports with respect to each of the

alternative products. Often such leadership in,.olves helping.to arrive at*a

--compromiseamongopposingconcerns.

On tHe other hand, there...may_be_widespread support in the community and

among school personnel fcr,a particular product. Knowledge of and enthusiasm

for the product among people involved would enhance that product's suitability

as the chosen'solution. This situation should be given due credit because it

will ease.the district's transition from the old to the new program.

Generally, though, there will be positive and negative forces which will

affect therfinal selection of-a product. These forces will have to be

identified, explored, 'and weighed as to their relative importauce and effects

in the school district. Part of this task falls within the area covered by

Objective 7 (identifying and exploring positive and negative local factors)

and part of it within Objective 8 (weighing their merits in anti,cipation of

selecting the best solution).

Given one or more resources for remedying each of the causes of the

shortv,mings identified in the area of concern, the first task is to list:

features of the resources that are apt to be constraints or supports with

respect to adopting any resource in the local situation.

Three sets of factors will be critical in determining the feasibility

of adopting any of the'resources: costs, difficulty oi implementation, and

attitudes of persons who would be involved in supporting or conducting the

88
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program. These factors will be considered differently by people occupying

various positions in the school district--the school board, the School

administration, teachers, parents, and community members generally. Each

sort of person is likely to have special concerns and interests to be taken

into account. For example, a board member or school administrator will be

quicker to check the costs involved in implementing a program than will a

teacher whose prime concern is apt to be the program's relation to his/her

job or personal 'situation.

In preparing to gath6 data on costs, implementation requirements, and

attitudes, it will be helpful to examine the features of the several

alternatives yoti have identified as they relate to these three factors. Some

questions to be answered for each type of factor are sujgested below.

Obviouslx, the differences among the programs, rather than their similarities,

provide the bases for deciding among them.

Costs. How much will the program materials cast? Will new staff positions

need to be budgeted? Will building renovation be required? Can parts of

the program that are especially relevant to local needs be purchased separately

rather than purchasing the entire progri...)?

Difficulty of implementation. Doe's-the program fit into the existing

system without requiring extensive overhauling? Are present staff assignments

and qualificatitns suited to the new program? Will school facilities need to

be modified? Will extensive staff training be requIred?

Attitudes of supporters or participants. Will the program be viewed

by community members, parents, or staff members as meeting heeds not now

being met? Will staff meMbers feel threatened by adopting the new program?

Will staff members or others view the program as too radical or too

conserrative?

8 9
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Having completed the preliminary activity of considering the alternative

resources' features in terms of the three sets of factors, a local constraints/

supports analysis should be conducted to help determine which of the several

.. . programs should be adopted. The preliminary work provides a clarified

picture of each fesourcc's key featurv and of various people's likely

concerns regarding them. The constraints/supports analysis involves

consultation with 'kcal personnel and community meMbers to obtain their v'ews-
regarding the alternative resources.

It will be necessary to interview People regarding costs, difficulty of

implementation, and attitudes toward the various resources. before they can

respond informatively, they will need to know something about the programs.

If time permits, a comperative chart could be drawn.up in which each 'resource
O ,

is discussed briefly in terms of its salient points. In examining curricula,

for example, such areas as the following Would be important-.

1. Goals and objectitv
,

..

?. Content and materials -- how they are organized, some unit titles,
whether or. not tests are provided, types_of materials used.

. 3. Classroom strategy and activities -- pattern of activities, the
teacher's role and required preparation, student activities, and
how students are tested and evaluated.

,,.

4. Implementation requirements -- complete or supplementary
currieulum,.school organization required, administrator's role,
in-service training required, physical facilities needed, program
costs.

S. Evaluation -- results of developer's evaluation, of,others'
evaluati:n.

-90-.
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Other resources, e.g. organization for instruction, in-service training

orograms, etc., would require discussion of different points. Sometimes

publishers provide printed descriptions or "fact sheets" which could be used

for such purposes. Or, a check of the literature might yield descriptive

comparisons of some of the programs being considered, such as those produced

by the Educational Products Information Exchanw.

To illustrate, suppose that a school district is interested in improving

its elementmy science program because students are not learning eibugh about

cience and don't enjoy studying it. The district has isolated two causes for

these shortcomings:

1. The curriculum is monolithic and'uninteresting; it emphasizes
rote learning of facts and concepts and does not encourage
consideration of new ideas and modes of thought.

2. Most teachers do not like teaching science, are unknowledgeable in
the area, and remain unenthusiastic.about it. They use the lecture
method and do not plan interesting activities.

The district conducted a resources survey in these two areas. For the first

causal area, the following curricula which seemed to deal with these problems

and which had these key features were selected for closer stuly:

Program A Program B

Reality-enquiry orientation
through "science experiences"

Can be complete or supplementary;
consists of independent units

Can be used in a variety of
classroom conditions

Activity materials found
locally

91

Skill-development approach for
mastery of basic scientific
processes

Complete program with structured
sequence based on objectives

Needs an open classroom with
movable furniture and open surfaces

Most activity materials Cane in
a classroom kit organizer
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In addition, these two organizational methods were under consideration to deal

with the second causal area, the need to provide more teacher competencies in

science instruction.

Program X Program Y

A departmentalized plan in which
each teacher is assigned to
tcach one subject (science, math,
etc.) full-time to a succession
of classes.

A team-teaching approach providing
flexibility in teaching assignments
and including arrangements whereby
science, for example, would be
taught by one or more team members
having the greatest interest and
competenee-4n the subject.

The next step was to,consider these programs in light of district

a
requirements for costs, difficulty of implementation, and attitudes. The cost

factor was an important one, an.:: district administrafOrs were consulted

regarding the funds available. The newly elected board members were known to

be tough on monPy matters as well. On the basis of this information, it was

decided that although Program B consisted of i more defined curriculum that

might be easier for teachers to foflow and that Ore* included materials

needed for the classroom, Program A would be a better choice-since it was

initially less expensive and also provided the money-saving method coo using

materials found locally. In addition, Program A would be easier and less

4
expensive to implement because it did not call for a particular type of

facility or furniture. In the various staff meetings that we;e held to

discuss the Oograms, teachers did not strongly favor one program over another

since neither required a special science background and each curriculum was

complJte. Most teachers preferred the idea of Program Ass independent units,

which offered more flexiWity than the structured sequence of Program B.

With regard to the organizational structures, the decision was not so

clear:ut. School administrators felt that Program X was easier to implement,

since it called for simply assigning teachers to departments. They questioned

92
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this practice, however, since some teachers werebound to be assigned to

departments that were unsatisfactory to them and this actionicould cause

much dissent and unhappiness. On the other hand, administrators were somewhat

hesitant to adopt a team-teaching approach because they feared jealousy

among teachers toward the teacher chosen to be teath leader. In addition, this

method would require considerable planning and re-organization.

Teachers, for the most part, were-interested in the team-teaching method

because of the flexibility and independeat judgment it offered them. They

viewed the department specialization plan as too rigid and an exaggeration of

the isolation few other adults that they were already feeling since\there

was no opportunity to work with other teachers and gain their insights and

suggestion:. Th4y saw the department strategy as having no provision for

integrating a student's program or allowing teachers to know their student*.

well. The team-teaching approach, however, offered more flexibility in

terms of scheduling various lengths of periods for particular subjects and

encouraging teachers to use their planning skills in a cooperative manner

for students' benefit. Both programs achieved teacher specialization in

their fields, but team teaching offered teachers choices as well.

The question Was raised at a PTA meeting by several teachers. Many

parents, when they were acquainted with the two approaches, expressed the

view that teaM teaching could provide different teachers for different

students; that is for those pupils wlo either did not like or work well with

particular teachei-s (and vice 'versa),'other student-teacher matches wei'e

possible.

Weighting the programs' strengths and weaknesses and people's differing

viewpointsiregarding the programs is alwayi peculiar to the situation. ND

guideline for this task can be given other than that of obtaining ,as much

valid information about the programs, local people's opinions, and 1imitai4ons
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(eig., iinancial) before making a decision. In the preceding illostration,,

.1which programs would you recommend for adoption? Do you agree that Programs

A and Y might offer the best solutions?

How alternative resources compare with one another, in probable

effectiveness andithe balance of supports over constraints for each resource

being considered are the bases for the final decision. This Aelection of

resources is the subject of tilenext, and last, objective in the unit.

0

9 4
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Otdective 8. Select an improvement program, based on,alternátive resources
and.local positive and, negative factors%

So far in this unit, you have studied hb'w to outline steps in selecting .

'atI educational prcgram, identifY the area of concern, spccify aims, assess

shortcomings and their causes, identify alternative resources to remedy the

situation, adassess local factors favoring or opposing.adoptionof the'

resources. All of this study has had but one purpose -- to facilitate the

- teleCtion 'of the improvei)ent program(s) to be introducd.

Objective Ctonsiders these final topics:
,

1. Utilizing skills needed in selecting a solution,

2. Clarifying tfie information obtained that.leads toward,a solution,

3. Recognizing available options, and

4. Recommending which program(s) to choose.

Let us look at these topics briefly.

1. Utilizing needed skills. There are two types of skills %portant io

the task of.helping tlo"selict the program(s) for adoption. They are'skills

in mluatirig_andiEttrating the data rdcefved from the preceding stepi..

leading- up to the selOction,'and, skills %in working.,with key sLhool and

community people in mhking the actual choice. Situations involving peple are

nevei static; often, it is possible to build positive attitudes or to incre

support during the planning phase. Modifying negative factors in tte.loca1

situation can mean thi-differepce'between success and failure of a program

suitable for adoption,

2. Clarifying tde data obtained. By this is meant orgonizing 'and

exprdssing the informdtion in a clear, concise way so that it can be read and

interketed quickly. !Clear data will provide a strong basis upon which t,6 make

the final dedjon. In the event that more information is needed, this is the
A

95
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point at which such a determination is made and a plan for obtaining the

-missing information can be shaped. Good reporting is an aid to 'ouilding
4' /

'support for a favored program that is meeting resistance.

. Presenting key program features in a concise, open-ended manner encourages

cpi6tions and discussion among board members, school administrators, teachers,
;

or community people, and fosters posiiive attitudes among participants.

3. Recognizing available option; in the selection. There are several'
. ,

- actions to be considered in selecting the program(s) to be adopted. The most

obvious one, ofIcourse, is selecting a program for system-wide adoption. Such

dourse usuali indicates that a school district has sufficient funds and

rsonnel to mount the program and also has complete confidence in the program

to __It Laeds of its students. A seccnd possibility would be to pilot test

the program in one scho,1 in order to keep cots down and to view results of

-, the program before diffusing it throug:put the system. this apiproach is a more

common One since it is often difficult to relate a program's values to the

local district needs without having firsthand evidence on its sl...-engths and

*:eaknesses.

A variation of tnis approacti is to pilot test more thAp one program and

compare the results. A school district might opt to take this course when

progre-- are viewed as equal in terms of their potential for remedying causes

of the shortcomings. Two or more schools might be chosen as pilot test h.tes

for the programs being considered; the basis of choice should be the schools'

ability tolrovide a setting and target audience that are generalizable to

other schools in the district and in their staff and community's falarable

.attitudes toward trying the program.

Another 'option that a school district could elect to do is to adapt

features from two or more progrnms to the local situation -- a 'mix and match"
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approach to try to achieve a tailor-made solution'to the problem. Natufally,

it is important to introduce program components in all areas needing

tmprovement; otherwise, it would be difficult to assess the results when only

part of.the problem had been addressed.

4. Recommending which program(s) to implement. This final task occurs

v
i

f
when all of the infonmation is collected and when t has been decided how best

to introduce the program(s) whether in terms of.systeth-wide adoption, pilot

testing, or adoption of features from different p1grams. The recommendation

should be accompanied by the supportive data that led to the decision so that

the person who reviews the recommendation has the benefit of informatiovused

in reaching the decision.

Now read the prelude to Exercise 8 which is the last one in the unit. It

will help you to organize and present information for use in selecting a

program.
A

Exercise 8

First, review the description of the elementary science program presented

in Objective 7. This illustration will serve as background material for you

0

to complete this exercise.

Assume that you are the Director of Elementary School Programs in the

district and that you must recommend to the Superintendent which program(s)

should be selected and how it should be implemented in the district. Suppose

that you have spent time in gathering information about the programs and

viewpoints of district personnel and community members and that you find a

situation where the answers are not so clearcut. Although the cost restrictions

still are present, people seem to be divided on the issue of which program(s)

will be most suitable to the needs of eiementary schools in the district.

Strong cases have been presented that favor each of the four alternative

9 7
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programs being consideredltwo science curricula and two organizational

approaches). You have a timk. constraint (tt is April) and there is not enough

time to acquire more information or to locate more alternative resources for

examination. A decision must be made quickly so that program materials can be

ordered and plans developed and put into action for September implementation.

Ithidh programs would you recommend to the Superintendent? Would you

suggest system-wide adoption of them? Write your recommendations in the space
.

provided and then, by selecting information from the illustration, indicate

which data led you to your conclusions.

Upon completion of the exercise, check your work with the Answer Key.

98
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EXERCISE 8 - WORKSHEET

Recommending an Improvement Program for Adoption

Diftctions: Rimember that there are two types of programs being cOnsidered:
Curricula (Peograms A'and 8) and Organization for Instruction (Programs X
and Y). Indicate which of them you would recommend for adoption and how
you would put them into operation in the school district. Then list the

information gathered from the illustration that led you to your decision.

1. Program(s) recommended for adoption (circle choice(s) below):

Curricula--- A B Organization for Instruction --" X Y

2. Would you recommend system-wide adoption? If not, what would you
'recommend? Why?

3. What information in the illustration led you to your conclusions?

0.

9 9
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EXERCISE 8 - ANSWER KEr

Recommending an Improvement Progrm for,Adoption

There are, of course, several courses ofsaction that might be recommended.

There is one obvious fact: Two causes for shortcomings exist (uninteresting

curriculum and lack of teacher competencies in elementary science instruction);

andiif the science program is to be improved significantly, both of these

Causes must be remedied.

1. Program(s) recommended for adoption:

Curricula -- A add B Organization for Instruction -- V only:

2. System-wide adoption is not recommended. Pilot testing should be carried
out by combining Curricula A with Organization f in one or more schools
and Curricula B with Organization V at other sites. The reasob for
Ti5ing both curricula is based on the split between local personnel
favoring one or the other. Organization V is more clearly the better
choice. Pilot testing permits a tryout of the more expensive Curriculum B
in a small setting so that commitment of funds is not.great. The results,

of the pilot testing will form the bisis for the district's decision on
which program to implementon a system-Wide level.

3. Information leading to these conclusions includes the folloWing:

Both curricula had strong proponents in the district.

Although Curriculum B was costlier in terms qf initial expense and
iipplementation difficulties, it could prave to be superior to A in pilot
testing; in this case, the district might choose it for system-wide
adoption if these factors became less important with the passage of time.

;Pilot testing provided a small, inexpensive method of trying it.

Since both curricula were favored, it would' be unfair to impose one of
them on all students and teachers.

Because Organization V offered flexibility and opportunity for teacher;
judgments, it was felt to be the better of the two programs.

Local personnel would have a choice of programs and this fact would enhance
possibilities of successful implementation since enthusiasm would be a
strong factor in getting them off the ground.

.0

If none of the choices prol:(ed to be suited to the district at th.: pilot

. stage, little in the way of funds, time, and energy would have been lost.
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The importance of Exercise 8 was to emphasize pat both causes had to be

addressed and that pilot testing is representative of the phase-in reality

-sought by many school districts.

With the completion of Exercise 8, Unit 8 draws to a close except for the

PostE-Assessment which follows. It is hoped that the order and logic of the

steps presented and'discussed in this unit have provided you with.occasion

to consider the vied for a careful, well-planned approach-to selecting

improvement programs for implementation and that you will utilize what you haire

learned here in your future educational improvementtasks. Successful change

requires a deliberate, rational, problem-solving approach if the true causes of

shortcomings are to be overcome and the best possible solution is to be

selected.

Turn noid to the Post-Assessment Exercise. When you have completed it and

checked your responses with the' Answer Key, you will have a sense 0 howWell

you have mastered the objectives.in this unit.

4
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POST-ASSESSPiENT EXERCISE - UNIT 8

Directions: This exercise is the same as the Pre-Assessment Exercise which
-75-5iTileted at the beginning of your study of this unit. Review your

0 estimates of mastery of the items on the Pre-Aiiessment Exercise (page 7);

. You need do only those items which you judged to be less than on target.
Check your answers with the Pre- and PostAssessment Exercise Answer Key.

1: Suppose that you are the curriculum coordinator of secondary programs in a
school district. Through complaints of school peesonnel and some parents,
you are made atere of problems with the social studies program at the two
high schools. You know Ahat some funds are available that could be used
for improvement in this area. What procedure would you choose to follow
from the point of receiving the various complaints through finally to
recommending an improvement program to the Superintendent for installation
the next year? (Objective 1).

,

2. Assume that your assignment is to help a school district in identifying
those areas most needing improvement. What general plan of action would
need to be followed? (Objective 2).
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POST-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE (Cont'd.)

3. Suppose it is decided that a particular clirriculum area (say, mathematics)
need improvement. What would need to be done to.determine shortcomings ,

of instruction in the area? (Objectives 3 and 4),
1

1

4, Average reading scores at the Watson Elementary School are from one to two
years below grade level. What are some likely causes for this shortcoming?
Objective 5).
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POST-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE (Cont'd.)

5. If you hadletermined tqat social studies materials were inadequate and
teachers.lacked sufficienepreparation for teaching social studies in a
creative, stimulating fashi-on, what kinds of resources would you seek
and where would you look? (Objective 6).

6. Assume that, as principal of an elementary school, yOu have 4nVt'stigated
the area of reading and,have uncovered three potentially good programs
that address themselves to.the particular reading problems being experienced
in your school. Whatkindc of information about local factars would be
needed in order to arrive finally at a recommendation of one of the three
programs to the Superintendent? (Objective 7).
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PRE- AND POST-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE-- ANSWER KEY

1. What procedure would you follow from receiving complaints to recommending'
an improvement program to the Superintendent for installation?

.Step 1: Identify the area of concern. This sterowas done foryou; the
area needing improvement was identified as the social studies
program.

Step 2: Specify aims in the area of goncern. It is necessary to know
what the desired objectives are before it can be decided that
corrective action is ni.eded.

.

Step 3: -Assess shortcomingsin accomplishinq these aim. Analyze the .

shortcomings in relation to the desired aims for an accurate
picture of . whiit is lacking.

Step 4: Analyze likely causes for these shortcomings. Knowing the causes
of shortcomings'allows one to plan corrective action aimed at
nmmedying the causes and therefore 'eliminating the shortcomings.

-

Step 5: Identif %alternative resources tor remedying the shortcomings. .

survey of programs aimed at the type of shortcomings being
experienced at the local level provides options from which to

. choose.

Step 6: Assess local factors favoring or opposing adoption of each
resource. Often, local factors prove to be stronTstimulants or
TWITETTIrs of the adoption of a program and thus need to be
taken into account when selecting a program.

Step 7: Select an educational improvement program based on alternative
resources and locar_positive and negative factors. This final
ZWiTTEi-becomes possible after gathering the needed information
in the preceding steps:

2. What plan of action would you follow in helping the district to identify
areas most need* improvement?

List components of school system where needs for improvement might be

found.

Identify best sources of information for each item on the list.

Obtain needed information and make an initial list of areas needing
improvement.

1.

Check and revise the initial list by discussing it with key informants.

Make a priority listing of areas needing improvement.
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3. Wk.-..c Reeds to be done to determine shortcomings of instruction in a
curriculum area? .

List instructional aims for the area.

Decide what data are needed to assess the degree of attainment of each
aim in the area.

Determine which data are available already (test scores, records,'reports)

. and how to get needed infonmation (interviewing, observation,
questionnaires).

Collect the data that still are needed.

Analyze qie da4a to identify shortcomings in achieving the desired aims.

-4. What are some llely causes for the shortcomyig in reiding at Watson
Elemenlary'Schoo ?

Causes may lie in one-or mbre of the following areas of a reading prograM:

Learning materials: badly sequenced, not representing a broad enough
ability range, irrelevant to studints%backgrounds or concerns.

Teiching meihods -- improper attention given to basic reading skills,,
students don't have the opportunity to learn words.that are meaningful
and important to them, teacher is ineffective because time is spread

, lpyer several groups and many students are left to struggle alone with
their reading problems.

Student grouping --,ability grouping inhibits individUal students'
, potential, tendency may be to keep students in same group level year

after year minority childrermay be grouped into lotiest ability
group. . \

5. For the social stddies area, whit types of resources would you seek and
where would you loek?

Materials and products in social studies; in-service training programs for
teachers.

Consult with people at state education department universities, national

Ilearinghouses, other school districts for ideas and leads.

Educational Resources Infonmation Center (ERIC) files.

k
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PRE- AND POiT-ASSES6MENT - ANSWER KEY (Colit'd.)

. .

, .

' Read product,guicies offering comparative descriptfons of curricula,
materials& training programs, etc.

.

c

Conduct a library search via Iducation Index and other available_indexes,

Unit 8 - 103

reference books,.etc.'

# .

6.- What kinds of information ebout local factor& would be needed toi arrives
at a decision regarding an elementary reading program? .

.

Costs, difficulty of implementation, attitudes of persons who would be
involved in supporting or conducting the prcigram. Such information'would
be obtained.mostly by Interviewing local persdfinel.

4

I.
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Educatonal Ameroyement Programs
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UNIT EVALUATION FORM,

-Unit, 8. Selecting an Educgtional Improvement Program

4*

Evaluation by Date

Position "Oiganiiation

Unit 8 --104

Please give.your reactions t6-thif.unft by checking and, writing fnyour
opinions ahderecommendations. Returning this form to Research for Better
Schools, 1700 Market .St., Philadelphia f Pa; 19103 (Attehtion: Glen Heatliers)
will rhelp us judge tile value of. the 'unit as well as Aiding in' its revision,

...
Ai. Your ,judgment on the importance of a qnit on th1 topic as traintdg for .

. leadership in local educationa) improvement programs;
0 .

. . . .

. ;

T Check: Very High - High tIoderate Low . Very' Low'

. ,Tour comments: - .
. .

,
.

"E.

e .

.

B. Your judgmen t of the quality of the introductory section'of the unit..

Check: Very High - High Moderate LoW Very.Low

Your_comMents:...

0
00

C. 'Your judgment of the adequacy of the set of .Mnit objectives.

Check: Very High High 'Mbderate tow VeYy Low

. (1

What objectives do you recomiend- omitting? why? .

What objectives do yom,recommend addine, Why?'
- -
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